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INTRODUCTION FOR 1998 

This year The Daffodil Society celebrates its 100th year, and from its 
beginning in the Midlands, the Society now has members from the four 
quarters of the globe. 

We send our hearty congratulations to all the members, and best wishes 
for every continued success, and a warm welcome to the visitors from 
home and overseas to the centenary celebrations. 

We also welcome you to our 1998 publication of the Bulbs we have to 
offer, you will find many additions to the collection, some new and 
exciting introductions that have been raised by us, also for those of you 
who are interested in the Daffodils of yesteryear we have included a 
number of older varieties. 

By popular demand we have included a page under the C.A.B.G.A. 
Collection, for varieties that are available in much larger numbers. 
These are listed for sale by weight and admirably suited for mass 
planting or for Garden Club special offers. 

This year we shall again be featuring displays at: 

The West Cornwall Spring Show in Penzance on 12th and 13 March 
Falmouth Spring Flower Show 	on 28th and 29th March. 
Daffodil Days at Probus Gardens 	on 4th and 5th April. 
Daffodil Society Centenary Show 	on 18th and 19th April, 
The Cornwall Garden Society Show at 
the Heligan Gardens Theatre of Flowers 	on 24th, 25 and 26th April 

We hope that you our valued customer will enjoy this edition. It is sent 
to you with our compliments and best wishes for every success and 
enjoyment. 
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Cultural Notes 

System of Daffodil Classification 

Division 1 
	

Trumpet Daffodils = The trumpet or corona is as long or longer 
than the perianth segments. 

Division 2. 	Large Cup = The cup or corona is less than the length of the 
perianth but more than a third. 

Division 3. 	Sinai] Cup The cup or con aid is less than a third of the perianth. 

Division 4. 	Double Daffodils The. I., t,ar double flowers and also includes 
flowers that are di aihled and have' more than one bloom to the 
stem. 

Division 5. 	Hybrid Daffodils that  have the n.triandrus characteristics. 

Division 6. 	Hybrid Daffodils that have the n.cyclamineus characteristics 

Division 7. 	Hybrid Daffodils that have the n.jonquilla characteristics. 

Division 8. 	Hybrid Daffodils of the Tazetta group. 

Division 9. 	Hybrid Daffodils that have the n.poeticus characteristics. 

Division 10. 	This for all Species and Wild forms. 

Division 11, 	Is for Daffodils with the cup or corona that is naturally split or 
separated usually for more than a half of its length. (Not to be 
confused with varieties that have deeply goffered cups or 
pronounced frills). 

Division 11a. 	Collar Daffodils = Are with the corona segments opposite the 
perianth segments; with the corona segments usually in two 
whorls of three. 

Division 11b. 	Papillon Daffodils = Are for those with the corona segments 
alternate to the perianth segments; the corona segments usually 
in a single whorl of six. 

Division 12. 	Is for Daffodils that cannot be classified within the foregoing 
classes. 

For many years Daffodils have been letter coded to assist in the identification of 
colours, this system is used within the catalogue. You will see 9W-GYR(L) 
"Cantabile", this defines the variety as from Division 9 and has a white perianth with 
green centre, a yellow middle zone, and a red rim to the cup or corona. A single letter 
will denote it to be one colour. W =white, Y — yellow, G = green, R — red, P = pink, 0 
= Orange, (E) = Early season, (EM) = Early Mid, (M) — Mid, (LM) = Late Mid, (L) = 
Late, W = Winter Flowering. 

Many people like to grow some Daffodils in pots, indeed there can be no nicer way 
to enjoy fine flowers than when grown correctly and opened to perfection in the 
conservatory or greenhouse. 

However, the following notes are a guide to and for the benefit of those who would 
perhaps try this. Today there are many prepared composts available for this purpose, 
and will suit our needs quite admirably, with perhaps the addition of a little coarse 
grit to aid drainage, and gentle feeding at flowering time. 

After potting, it is essential that the bulbs are kept cool and moist, this is to develop 
the root system. Plunging the pots outside and covering with a couple of inches of 
peat or- similar substance is the ideal, as should the bulbs be subjected to premature 
indoor warmth, growth will be weak and often the Hower will strangle in the neck of 
the bulb, also the bulb could be severely checked and die. So a simple rule is to plant 
early, keep cold, and bring inside to a cool room or conservatory when the flower 
buds are clearly well out of the bulb. After flowering keep well watered and give an 
occasional feed for about six to eight weeks, then plant outside in the usual way. 

For open ground culture, most garden soils will grow fine daffodils, but the ground 
should be deeply cultivated and free draining. Should manure or compost be 
necessary, this should be well rotted and worked into the soil a good spade's depth 
below the surface. Bulbs should never be in actual contact with manures as this does 
encourage disease and could be the cause of rotting. 

When planting outside, make a hole deep enough to cover the bulbs by at least twice 
the depth of the bulb. Some of the larger bulbs will need at least 6" of soil covering 
them. They can then be left undisturbed for several years until lifting and dividing is 
necessary. 

For garden display, a clump always looks better than a straight row; in this way 
Daffodils can be incorporated into a flower bed or shrubbery. Remember a little 
feeding at flowering time will benefit the bulbs and assist in producing next year's 
display. You should not remove the leaves until they are beginning to turn yellow, or 
for at least eight weeks after flowering. 

For more information, I recommend to you 
The Daffodil Society, 

Secretary: Mrs Jackie Petherbridge, 
The Meadows, 

Puxton, Somerset BS24 6TF. 
who produce a guide on showing and growing, this is an invaluable booklet for 

both showing and growing for pleasure. 



NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1998 

"Arwenack" 11AY-YYO(EM) S224 (Brandaris x Paricutin). The broad, smooth and 
flat perianth is well overlapped and a bright Golden Yellow, and is an excellent foil 
to the six coronal segments opposite and closely overlying the perianth, the outer 
zone being slightly frilled and deeper orange tone, the plant is vigorous and flowers 
of a good show quality each £6.00 

"Bedruthan" 2W-YYR(L) S521 (High Society x Raspberry Ring). A large flower of 
different style in this colour combination which has been much admired for several 
years under the seedling number, it is a good show bloom with a broad well 
overlapping perianth and neat funnel shaped corona that ends in a lovely dark red 
rim. each £14.00 

"Bethal" 3Y-Y(LM) S342 (A ircastle x Montego). When first shown this interesting 
variety won Best Bloom in the Southwest Championship class. I think it has 
improved since then and last year was to gain a top place at the National show in its 
class. The flower opens with a whitish yellow to the broad perianth and soon 
developes in colour to become a lovely citrus lemon tone throughout  each £15.00 

"Dragon Run" 2W-R(M) S147 (Hotspur x St. Anns). Not a large flower at 83mm, but big 
in other ways, the perianth is broad and round, of pure white to show off the rich dark 
red corona to it's best, as a show flower it has won its class at the early national show, 
recieved a best bloom and won several times here in the Southwest each £12.00 

"Gemini Girl" 2W-P(EM) S371 (Chenoweth x Kirklington). The main stock of this 
pretty flower had been purchased and named by the Hough family. We are very 
pleased continue to offer this delightful variety to you. It has been well liked and 
admired for several years when shown on our displays . The plant is strong and 
vigorous, with a broad flat and smooth perianth of clear white and a rosy pink 
corona, well suited for the special spot in the Garden or for show  each £5.00 

"Golitha Falls" 2W-W(LM) S71 (Pitchroy x Dailmanach). The large flowers are held 
well on strong stems. It is a particularly vigorous plant as well as a superb show 
variety. The perianth is very smooth of pure white with a 3/4 length corona to nicely 
balance the bloom. I have featured this many times in my collections and displays .. 
 each £15.00 

"Gorran" 3W-YYR(LM) S196 (Corofin x Kimmeridge). Here is a large flower with 
ovate perianth that is well overlapping and quite acute at the tips. The brightly 
coloured flatish cup is yellow with a dark red rim. It has won its class several times 
here in the Southwest and done well in other regions as a pre-released seedling, a 
very prolific flowerer and a rapid increaser. A large stock permits our low 
introductory price each £5.00 or 3 for £10.00 

"Greatwood" 1Y-Y(M) S305 (Ormeau x (St. Keverne x New Zealand 1Y-Y seedling)). 
We bred this from parents that possesed the strength and vigour that is looked for in 
good Daffodils, St. Keverne seems to resist baseal rotting and the N.Z. seedling had 
the form and breadth of perianth of a top show flower. We think this variety inherits 
the best of all of these, and is already proving to be a consistant show variety. The 
flower colour is of Dark golden yellow and stands well above the foliage on long 
strong stems  each £12.00 

"Halvasso" 6W-W(EM) S138 (Knowehead x n.cyclamineus). A delightful little plant 
and flower, pure white throughout with a naturally reflexing perianth. The long 
corona is slightly open at the mouth and with frill to the rim. It is dwawf in stature 
but I do not think it will qualify in the miniature classes for show, but never the less 
a super plant for the rockery or for show each £10.00 

"John's Delight" 3W-YYR(M ) 5316 (Corofin x Kimmeridge). The main stock of this 
was aquired and named by the River Society, it is a superb variety for cutting, being 
most prolific in bloom and a very vigorous  plant but also has been much admired as 
a winning show flower on the benches here in the West Country. We are pleased to 
able to introduce and continue to offer this variety to you  each £6.00 

"Lewis George" 1Y-Y(E) S55 (Viking x Ristin). This very smooth and bold flower is 
early and well suited both to the early show where it has been particularly 
successful. Also to the garden where some early spring colour is desired, a fine bold 
flower of quality, a rich gold in colour, and a good plant each £7.50 

"Lundy Light" (L) S377 (Polbathic x Loch Lundy). Here is a large show quality 
flower with a broad well overlapped perianth of rich golden yellow. The cup is well 
balanced of solid bright red, excellent poise on long stems. A very vigorous plant 
and rapid increaser, we have large stocks of this each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00 

"Manaccan" 1W-W(LM) S33 (Pitchroy x Dailmanach). We first flowered this in 1986 
and have observed its development over the years. Many have been pre-released 
under number, and reports have been most encouraging with many show successes. 
It is a large flower with broad overlapping perianth segments of pure white, the 
long corona opens with a pinkish undertone but goes very white on maturity, a very 
strong and vigorous plant.  each £10.00 

"Poppy's Choice" 4Y-R(LM) S484 (Golden Aura x Menabilly). The perianth and 
petaloid segments are in a number of whorls prominantly mucroid, and a very dark 
yellow with the cornal segments deep red. A good show bloom with several 
successes nationwide, the flowers last a long time. It is a strong plant and makes 
large bulbs each £7.00 



"Probus" 1Y-Y(M) S57 (Viking x Ristin). This is a very vigorous plant that produces 
many fine, bold flowers of rich golden colour. The perianth is broad and rounded 
with a long well balanced trumpet. An excellent variety for cutting, garden display 
or for show. We have a large stock to permit the low introductory price 	 
	 each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00 

"Rosmerryn" 2W-P(LM) 5173 (Rose Royal x Dailmanach). The rate of increase of 
this is truely amazing with this very prolific variety, making it a fine flower for 
cutting and for the discerning gardener. The very smooth, chalky white perianth is 

L/  broad and well overlapped, a little pointed but shows off the large pale pink cup to 
its best. It is also a useful bloom on the show benches 	 3 for £7.00 

"St. Budock" 1Y-Y(M) 5140 (St. Keverne 	;oh len Aura). Ibis is another we have 
grown for some years. It is a rich golden yellow throughout, with a smooth, broad 
well overlapped perianth, excellent poise, very prolific bloomer and has been much 
admired in our field. The flowers are medium in size and resist the weather well 
making it the ideal flower for cutting, garden display and for showing 	 
	 each £5.00 or 3 for £10.00 

"Tehidy" 3Y-YYR(M) S334 (Aircastle x Montego). The flower of perfect form and 
balance with broad rounded perianth segments of lovely soft yellow, with a neat 
small cup rimmed in bright red. A strong vigorous plant that gives a large number 
of fine show blooms  each £15.00 

"Wheal Jane" 2W-W(LM) 5245 (Pithroy x Canisp). A large pure white flower that is 
of good substance and a very broad smooth perianth, excellent poise and form to 
give a useful show. flower. The plant is vigorous and seems to stand the weather 
well making this also good for our gardens each £10.00 

"Wheal Honey" 1W-Y(LM) 5456 (Burntollet x Ben Aligin). This is a large flower 
with pure white broadly ovate perianth segments and a long neatly frilled corona of 
bright canary yellow, excellent poise and good show variety with several successes 
both at local and county shows, one that has been much admired when seen in our 
trials  each £20.00 

DIVISION 1- TRUMPET DAFFODILS. 

"Cotehele" 1W-W. Mid-season. When first shown at the R.H.S. show received good 
reception although only placed in the lesser prizes, and is not as refined as it might 
be, it can and does produce some nice quality flowers  £1.00 

"Euryalas" 1Y-Y(EM) 5283 (St. Keverne x Ristin). Excellent show variety and strong plant 
that exudes the vigour of St. Keverne and the refinement of Ristin. The perianth is 
broad and well overlapped with a long corona that is well balanced and has a gently 
expanded mouth.  each £6.00 

"Gwennap" 1Y-Y (Empress of Ireland x Fine Gold) 5136. Early mid-season. This is a plant 
that has the vigour of (E.G.) and is a large bold pale flower of the (E of I) style, very 
broad and smooth, but inclined to hang its head  -  when corrected it is a super flower 
	 each £5.00 

"Idless" IW-W (Sateen x 01') 512. Early season. The earliest all white trumpet Daffodil to 
flower with me. It is very prolific and has produced some very nice show flowers, 
and was included in my winning group at the RAS. in 19K6, however it is admirably 
suited as an early decorative or cut flower.  3 for £3.50 

"Lee Moor" 1Y-Y. Late season. This is a very useful later flowering variety that is of good 
show form and has proved itself on the benches here at the late county show. Raised 
by the late John Lea and named by Dan duPlessis in 1990 the flower is very smooth 
and with broad perianth segments of clear yellow, the long corona opens lemon yellow 
tinged with pink and fades to lemon yellow with maturity 	each £2.00 or 3 for £5.00 

"Midas Touch" 1Y-Y. Late mid-season. This flower is of deep rich gold and has a broad 
smooth perianth and nicely proportioned trumpet with a neat flange at the mouth. A 
superb show flower and an excellent plant for garden use 	 each £4.00 

"NanstaIlon" 1Y-Y(EM) S52 (Viking x Ristin) Very smooth broad overlapping perianth 
segments of soft primrose yellow, with a long cylindrical corona slightly flared at the 
rim. An excellent flower for show or garden each £12.50 

"Ouma" 1Y-Y(M) S268 (Viking x Ristin). The name means Grand or Great Mother. This 
flower is named for Grandmother du Plessis who celebrated her 102nd Birthday 
when we registered the flower. The plant has proved its strength and vigour in the 
field trials. The stem is long and supports a flower of great beauty being perfectly 
formed both for show and in floral arrangements. It already has many top awards 
both at County and National Shows and has been Best bloom in the southwest on 
two occasions.  each £25.00  

"Pentille" 1Y-Y. Late season .This is a strong plant with plenty of vigour, the stem is long 
and holds the flower well above the foliage. The perianth is broad and well 
overlapped and the trumpet long and gently flared at the mouth. A very useful 
flower for the later season that has show quality  SOLD OUT 

"Rame Head" 1Y-Y. Late mid-season. A fine large flower with broad perianth of good 
substance. Has been successfully shown at both top National and the major 
Westcountry shows.  £2.00  

"Ristin" 1Y-Y. Very early season. A very vigorous plant that produces superb show quality 
flowers, it is sometimes a little too early for some shows, but is useful, and also for 
breeding as its progeny seems to inherit its superbly smooth perianth SOLD OUT 



Newton Ferrers 4W-0 I3unting 7Y-R 

Elizabeth Ann 6W-W PP Andalucia 6Y-R 

Jetfire 6Y-0 Bell Song 7W-P 

"Swanvale" 1W-W(L) S442 (Pitchroy x White Star) This is an excellent flower for 
showing or cutting. The perianth segments are broad and well overlapping 
with a well balanced corona SOLD OUT 

"Trefusis" 1Y-Y (Arctic Gold x Ristin) S134 Early season. This is a lovely rounded 
flower of deep golden colour with a long trumpet typical of the parents, held 
perfectly on a short neck, in all a most promising flower for show.  £8.00 

Division 1. All Yellow. 
1Y-Y(E) 1Y-Y(L) "Arctic Gold" 	 

"Argosy „  

1Y-Y(M) "Arkle" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Bally Robert" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Carrickbeg" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Comal" 	 

"David Alexander" 1Y-Y(LM) 
"Dawn Chorus" 	 1Y-Y(VE) 

1Y-Y(E) "Fine Gold" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Golden Rapture" 	 
1Y-Y(E) "Golden Vale" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Grea twood" 	 
1Y-Y(M) "Kingscourt" 	 
1Y-Y(EM) "Lewis George" 	 

"Night Cap" 	 £4 .00 1Y-Y(M) 
"Probus" each £5.00 or 3 for £12 .00 1Y-Y(LM) 

1Y-Y(VE) "Rijnvelds Early Sensation" 	 
	 5 for £2 .50 
"St. Budock" each £5.00 or 3 for £10 1Y-Y(M) 
"Sylph" (intermediate) 	£10 .00 1Y-Y(M) 

1Y-Y(E) "Talwyn" 	 £1 .50 
1Y-Y(E) 
	

"Tiercel" 	 £4 .00 
1Y-Y(M) "Viking" 	 £2.00 

Division 1. 
Yellow Perianths with Whitish Trumpets. 
1Y-W(L) "Chiloquin" 	 £3.00 
1Y-W(M) "Gin and Lime"£3 each 3 for £8.50 
1Y-W(E) "Honeybird" 	3 for £3.50 
1Y-W(EM) "Nampa" 	 £1.00 
IYYW-WWY(M) "Trumpet Warrior"....£22.50 
Division 1. 
Yellow Perianths with Pink Trumpets 
1Y-P(LM) "Lorikeet" 	 £8.00 
1Y-WP(M)"Memento" 	 £3.00 

Division 1. All White . 
1W-W(M) "April Love" 	 £5.00 
1W-W(M) "Ben Alagin"(Few left) 	£2.00 
1W-W(M) "Burntollet" 	 £4.00 

1W-W(EM)"Cantatrice" 	 £1.50 
1W-W(EM)"Empress of Ireland" 	£1.50 
1W-W(L) "Majestic Star" 	£4.50 
1W-W(LM)"Manaccan" 	 £12.00 
1W-W(M) "Panache" 	 £2.00 
I W-W(LM)"Sherpa 	 £6.00 
I W-W(M) "Silent Valley:" 	£3.00 
I W-W(L) "Vigil" 	 SOLD OUT 
1 W-W (LM)" Whetstone" 	£15.00 
1W-W(L) "White Star" 	 £4.00 

Division 1. 
White Perianths with yellow or pink Trumpets. 
1W-Y(E) "Ballygarvey" 
1W-Y(E) "Bravoure"   

1W-Y(ML) "Wheal Honey" 
Division 1. 
Yellow Perianths with red or orange Trumpets 
1Y-0(M) "Glenfarclas" 	3 for £2.50 
1Y-O(M) "Jamboree" 	3 for £2.50 
1Y-O(E) "Hero" 	 £10.00 
1Y-0(M) "Kings Grove" 	£5.00 
1Y-O(M) "Corbiere" 	 £5.00 
1Y-O(E) "Uncle Duncan" 	£10.00 
Collection 1. 
10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each, any 
5 varieties of your own choice from division 1. 

3 for £2.50 
£2.00 
£2.00 
£2.00 
£I.no 
£2.0o 
£4.01) 

5 for £2.50 
3 for £3.50 

£1.00 
£2.00 

£12.00 
3 for £2.75 

£7.50 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W- P(M) 
1 W-Y(E) 
1W-Y(E) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-Y(E) 
1 W-P(M) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-P(M) 
1W-Y(M) 
1W-Y(E) 

"Chief Inspector" 	 
"Cristobal" 	  
"Cyros" 	  
"Del Rey" 	  
"Downpatrick" 	 
"Dunmurry" . 	  

"Newcastle" 	 
"Pennine Way" 	 
"Pink Silk" 	 
"Pops Legacy" 	 
"Preamble" 	 
"Rima" 	 
"Stormy Weather" 
"Trousseau" 	 

SOLD OUT 
SOLD OUT 

£20.00 
£4.00 

3 for £2.50 
3 for £2.75 

SOLD OUT 
3 for £2.00 

 £20.00 

	£1.00 
3 for £2.00 

£4.00 
£2.00 
£1.00 
£1.50 
£1.50 
£1.00 
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Boscastle 7Y-Y Pengarth 2Y-W 

DIVISION 2 - LARGE CUPS 

"Amber Castle" 2YYW-WYY. Late mid-season. A super garden or show flower, its 
only fault is its colour classification, it opens a pale yellow and changes to 
distinct buff pink tones 5 for £3.50 

"Auntie Eileen" 2W-P (Easter Moon x Debutante) 5151 Mid season. This has been a 
consistently good flower with a broad well overlapping perianth of chalky 
white, the neat corona of soft pink is not completely sunproof, but is superb 
when picked young.  each £3.00 

"Bishops Light" 2Y-R(M) 574 (Torridon x Irish Light) This is a large flower with 
broad overlapping perianth segments of a rich golden yellow, very smooth 
with a dark red cup. Very prolific bloomer and multiplys well  each £5.00 

"Bodwannick" "2W-00Y (Foresight x (Arbar x Signal Light) S174 Early season 
Bodwannick is a bi-product of my 1W-0 attempts, it is perhaps not the best of 
show forms, but has had modest success, it is however an exceptionally vigorous 
plant, with a flower having a broad perianth and a long brightly coloured corona 
of apricot orange colour with a narrow band of yellow at the rim.  5 for £3.50 

"Bosmeor" 2Y-W (Daydream x OP) S16. Mid-season. A good stem and vigorous 
plant, the flower is of good medium size with a broad rounded perianth of soft 
yellow. The full length cup shows a clear reverse and has a neat frill to the rim.. 
 3 for £5.00 

"Butterscotch" 2Y-Y. Mid-season.This is a bold flower of excellent substance well 
suited to either show or garden display, it is a strong vigorous plant that 
throws plenty of blooms  £1.00 

"Cadgwith" 2W-WWP(LM) S458 (Rainbow x Dailmanach) This is a big flower with 
a broadly oviate well overlapped perianth the funnel shape corona opens pink 
but quickly fades to a very pretty pink rim - this has been much admired for 
several years and already proved itself on the show bench  each £12.00 

"Cape Cornwall" 2Y-R(L) 5423 (Golden Aura x Montego) A large rounded flower 
with a broad well overlapped perianth, the cup shape corona is a rich red with 
a neat rim. An excellent plant and flower for show or cutting each £7.50 

"Carnkief" 2W-YYO (Merlin x Tangent) 5148 Mid season. ....An unusual flower that 
has won its class on several occasions, the perianth is broad and well 
overlapped with a widely expanded corona of primrose yellow and a narrow 
band of orange to the rim, it does like a little time on the plant to develop its 
full potential each £2.50 

"Chenoweth" 2W-WWP. Early season. A fine show flower that has a clear pink rim 
when grown cool, a regular winner at early Cornish shows, the pink does 
however fade as the flower ages, a very strong plant that passes its vigour on 
to its progeny when used in breeding. 3 for £2.50 

"Cauldron" 2Y-R Mid-season D830. A new introduction from Brian Duncan of top 
show quality and a good plant resistant to sun greatly admired under trial here 
in Cornwall.  each..£3.00 or 3 for £7.50 
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Ouma IY-Y 

High Society 2W-GWP 

"Croila" 2W-GWW. Late mid-season. Here we have a real dual purpose flower its show 
record speaks for itself, being a smooth well proportioned flower of pure white. The 
plant is strong and seems less prone to fusarium rot than many of its kind, which 
makes it an ideal plant for the garden, one I highly recommend each £4.00 

"Ffitch's Folly" 2Y-0(M) F374 (Tanera x Gold Convention). This useful flower was bred 
by Ron Ffitch, a popular figure in the Daffodil Society, and was sent to me as an 
unflowered seedling. As this cross might be expected, the plant is very vigorous and 
produces large flowers on long stems. The perianth is flat, broad and well overlapped 
and of a clear golden yellow, with a neat corona of dark orange. each £8.00 

"Gwinear" 2Y-Y (SLKeverne x Golden Aura) 5308 Mid season. A lovely rich golden 
flower with abroad round perianth and long 3/4 length corona with neat frill to 
the mouth, a very strong and vigorous plant , superb for cutting, the garden 
display or for show.  each £7.50 

"Helford Dawn" 2Y-W(M) S43() (Sophia x Grand Prospect) This flower has many 
proven show success already and has been much admired in our trial beds for 
several seasons. The flower is large very smooth of soft golden yellow, with a 
cup that quickly fades to pure white. We think this new style reverse bi-colour 
will be a good challenger in this division each £25.00  

"Hessenford" 2Y-R. Late mid-season. This one is very brightly coloured, a little 
pointed in the perianth but is nicely overlapped and very smooth, a tall stem 
and good plant, the flowers seem to be quite resistant to the sun  5 for £3.00 

"Kernow" 2Y-WWY (Grand Prospect x Daydream) S67 Mid season. The pale golden 
yellow perianth segments are broad, well overlapped and very smooth, with a long 
corona of clear chalky white with a narrow neatly frilled rim of the same yellow, a 
pretty flower that has had many successes here in Cornwall. each £4.00 

"Kings Pipe" 2Y-P (Daydream x 2W-P seedling) S13. Mid-season. A round medium 
sized flower that can be very smooth. The perianth is a clear soft yellow with a 
half length cup that has a neat frill and develops to a clear pink tone, well liked 
by several noted visitors to our area. each £3.00 

"Laniariva" 2W-WWP (Ben Hee x Romance) 5168 Late Mid season. To best describe 
this, is Ben Hee with a rim of pink, it is a strong and vigorous plant, the flower 
is of good texture, broad, smooth, lovely in pots but does well in an open 
situation, well suited for showing or the garden. each £3.00 

"Larkhill"2W-Y (Daviot x Newcastle) W28 Mid season. Bred by John Williams, this is 
a first rate show flower with many national successes a long lasting bloom of 
good poise with broad flat well overlapping perianths and long well contrasted 
cup of canary yellow that does not stain, an excellent plant.  each £5.00 

"Lindsay Joy" 2W-WWP (LM) 5349 (Foundling x Raspberry Ring) A very pretty 
flower that has been much admired for several seasons, it has won its class and 
featured in collections several times both here in Cornwall and at national level. 
The perianth is smooth and blossoms with a neat corona that opens with yellow 
tones which soon fades to show off the bright rim .  £6.00 
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"Marlborough" 2W-P (Dailmanach x Accent) 5150. Mid-season. This is a very 
strong and vigorous plant that produces many good show flowers. I have 
successfully shown this several times both at local and national shows. The 
perianth is broad and smooth and shows off the clear bright pink 3/4 length 
cup to its best, It is also one of the earliest pink cups to flower with me. 	 
	 each £3.00 

"Men-an-Tol" 2Y-YYR(LM) 5422 (Golden Aura x Montego). As the parentage might 
suggest this flower is perfectly formed for exhibition. The smooth broad and 
rounded perianth is of soft golden yellow with a slightly flared cup of the same 
tone with a bright red rim, each £8.00 

"Mongleath" 2W-P (Dailrnanach x Accent) 5149. Early mid-season. A sister seedling 
to "Marlborough" - not quite so vigorous, but considered by others to be a 
superior colour. When this is good, it is very good. A large flower with a full 
length cup of bright pink, slightly expanded and frilled at the mouth, flowers 
early and is a super garden plant.  each £3.00 or 3 for £6.00 

"Nansidvvell" 2W-P (Dailmanach x Accent) 5166 Mid season. A big flower with 
broad acute well overlapping perianth segments, the corona is a bright rose 
pink paling slightly at the base, a very strong and vigorous plant. ....each £2.00 

"Penkivel" 2W-P (Rose Royale x Dailrnanach) 5172. Late mid-season. A vigorous plant 
--, that produces many fine show quality flowers. The perianth segments are slightly 
> pointed but are broad and well over lapping and exceptionally smooth. The short 

straight cup is of intense pink, a lovely flower both for show or the garden . each £12.00 

"Pennance Mill" 2Y-Y (St. Keverne OP) S19. Early season. A very strong and 
vigorous plant that produces large flowers on tall stiff stems, rich colours and 
broad smooth perianth segments and long gently expanded cup.  5 for £3.00 

"Rytha"2Y-O. Mid-season. A plant and flower that has the required commercial 
vigour of Dart's standard, but also has a superb show quality flower, a little 
pale for some tastes, but nevertheless a useful addition to this class  3 for £4.50 

"Sophia"2YYW-Y. Late season. The plant is strong and produces many fine 
decorative flowers of almost luminous gold colour, an interesting flower for 
breeding 3 for £2.50 

"St Dilpe" 2W-W. Late mid-season. This one is a very vigorous plant with tall 
stems supporting a large rounded flower that is perfect for cutting, garden 
display or show, has been very successful here in the Westcountry also at the 
national shows.  3 for £2.50 

"Trebah" 2Y-Y (St Keverne x Golden Aura) 5129 Mid season The flower has a very 
smooth and broadly overlapping perianth with excellent texture, its medium 
sized cup is straight and neatly dentate at the mouth, a fine show flower but 
also a very strong and vigorous plant that will be ideally suited for garden or 
cutting. each £6.00 
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Sheviock 2Y-0 

Spaniards Inn 4W-P 

Menehay llaY-R 

Division 2. 
2Y-Y(E) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(LM) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-GYY(M) 
2Y-Y(LM) 
2Y-Y(EM) 
2Y-Y(EM) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(E) 
2Y-Y(E) 
2Y-Y(M) 
2Y-Y(M) 

Yellow Perianths 
"Bryanston" 	£2.50 
"Celtic Gold" 	£3.00 
"Demand" 	£10.00 
"Glissando" 	£5.00 
"Golden Aura" 	£1.00 
"Golden Jewel 	£1.00 
"Golden Joy" 	£2.00 
"Gold Convention" 	£6.00 
"Hunting Caye" 	£2.00 
"Maya Dynasty" 	£5.00 
"Melodious" 	£1.00 
"Ormeau" 	3 for £2.50 
"Pale Sunlight" 	£1.00 
"Strines" 	£1.00 
"St. Keverne" 	3 for £1.50 
"Skerry" 	 £4.00 
"Swaledale" 	£8.00 

"Trevelmond" 2W-P. Late season. A pretty flower that has a broad rounded 
perianth with a lovely bright pink cup, a splendid plant and flower for the 
garden or for show.. 3 for £2.50 

"Treviddo" 2W-GWP(M) S324 (Chenoweth x Rainbow). The flower is rounded with 
broad well overlapping perianth segments, a short neck that holds the flower 
perfectly for show purposes and has a slightly expanded corona with a pretty 
frill of bright pink to the rim and lovely green in the throat. Very vigorous 
plant. We have a good stock from this 1982 cross each £3.00 

"Trewarvas" 2W-Y (Newcastle x Irish Minstrel) S28. Late mid- season. The perianth 
is broad and well overlapping although slightly pointed, it is of super smooth 
waxy texture and shows off the 2/3rd length cup of bright yellow to its best. 
The colour is solid and does not stain into the perianth. Has been successfully 
shown in all the major Westcountry shows and was best bloom on two 
occasions in the South West Championship each £15.00 

"Wadavers" 2W-GWW (M) 5310 (Pitchroy x Canisp) This is a strong vigourous plant 
with flowers of good substance. The perianth is broad, smooth and pure white 
with long cup neatly frilled and expanded at the mouth of the same pure white 
and lovely green tone in the throat, much admired and has been a regular 
winner at shows under number. each £15.00 

"Warleigh" 2Y-P. Late season. This is very vigorous and is a great garden plant, the 
blooms are perhaps not the best show form, and if grown slightly shaded has a very 
clear and pretty pink corona. useful in the colour class for showing 3 for £2.50 

"Woodley Vale" 2Y-Y (M) S50 (Arctic Gold x Ristin) A flower that has the richness 
of colour in (AG) and the smoothness of (R) it is a very strong plant and bold 
flower, much admired by several enthusiasts and has already featured in the 
prizes at several shows nationwide  each £7.50 

2Y-Y(VE) "Tamara" 	3 for £2.00 
2Y-Y(LM) "Tristram" 	3 for £2.50 

Division 2. Yellow Perianths with red 
or orange cups predominant 
2Y-R(LM) 	"Banstead Village" 	 

..each £4.00 or 3 for £10.00 
2Y-YRR(LM) "Bantam"(intermediate) 
	 5 for £2.00 

2Y-O(LM) 	"Bunclody" 	£1.00 
2Y-0(E) 	"Caramba" 	£1.00 
2Y-R(M) 	"Cattistock" 	3 for £4.00 
2Y-R(M) 	"Craig Stiel" 	£1.00 
2Y-O(M) 	"Elburton" 	5 for £2.50 
2Y-R(L) 	"Enfield" 	3 for £2.50 
2Y-R(E) 	"Falstaff" 	£1.00 
2Y-R(M) 	"Fly Half' 	3 for £2.50 
2Y-R(M) 	"Forge Mill" 	£1.00 
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"Ice Wings" 5W-W 

2Y-O(M) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-0(M) 
ZY-R(E) 
2Y-0(L) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-0(LM) 
2Y-O(M) 
2Y-R(E) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-ORR(LM) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-0(M) 
2Y-R(L) 

2Y-R(L) 
2Y-OR(P) 
2Y-R(L) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-R(EM) 
2Y-O(M) 
2Y-R(LM) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-R(M) 
2Y-R(LM) 
2Y 0(M) 
2Y-R(LM) 
2Y-O(M) 
2Y-00R(M) 
2Y-O(M) 

"Golden Amber" ...3 for £2.50 
"Glen Clova" 	£1.50 
"Hot Gossip" 	£5.00 
"Irish Light" 	3 for £2.00 
"Latchley" 	3 for £2.00 
"Lamerton" 	3 for £2.00 
"Liverpool Festival" .£2.50 
"Loch Fada" 	£2.00 
"Loch Hope" 	3 for £2.50 
"Loch Lundie" 	3 for £5.00 
"Loch Maberry" 	£5.00 
"Loch Naver" 	£1.00 
"Loch Stac" 	£1.00 
"Lostwithiel" ....3 for £3.50 
"Lundy Light"  
each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00 

"Patabundy" 	£3.00 
"Pinza" 	3 for £1.60 
"Pipe Major" 	3 for £2.50 
"Polbathic" 	5 for £2.50 
"Sealing Wax" 	5 for £3.00 
"Sheviock" 	£2.50 
"Shining Light" 	£1.50 
"South Street" 	£2.00 
"Sportsman" 	£1.00 
"Star War" 	£1.00 
"State Express" 	£3.00 
"St.Mawes" 	3 for £2.50 
"Surrey" 	£4.00 
"Tamar Lad" 	£5.00 
"Tregarrick" 	3 for £2.50 
"Vulcan" 	3 for £2.50 
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"Jet Fire" 6Y-0 

"Treverva" 6Y-Y 

"Penrill" 6W-PO 

Division 2. Yellow perianths with orange 
or red in the cup, not predominant. 
2Y-YYR(M) "Balalika" 	3 for £2.50 
2Y-YYR(M) "Delabole" 	3 for £2.00 
2Y-YYO(M) "Front Royal" 	£1.00 
2Y-GYR(LM) "Gettysburg" 	£1.00 
2Y-YYR(M) "Namraj" 	3 for £3.50 
2Y-YYO(M) "Ringmaster" 	3 for £2.50 
Division 2. Yellow perianths with pink 
in the cup. 
2Y-YPP(L) "Camelford" 	 

"Elf" 	 
"Highlite"  
"Honey Pink" 
"Kings Pipe"  

2Y-YPP(LM) "Spring Morn"SOLD OUT 
2Y-P(L) 	"Warleigh" 	3 for £2.50 

Division 2. Yellow perianths with 
white in the cup 
2Y-W(M) 	"Altun Ha" 	£10. 00 
2Y-W(LM) "Avalon" 	3 for £2.50 
2Y-W(M) 	"Bosmeor" 	3 for £5.00 
2Y-WVVY() "Carib Gipsy" 	£4.00 
2Y-W(M) 	"Daydream' 	5 for £3.00 
2YWW-W(M)"Goffs Caye" 	£15.00 
2Y-WWY(M) "Golden Halo 	£5.00 
2Y-W(M) 	"Grand Prospect" 	 
	 3 for £3.50 

2YYW-WWY(LM )" Ha mbledon 	£2.00 
2Y-WWY(M) "Kernow" 	£4.00 
2Y-W(M) 	"Limehurst" 	5 for £2.50 
21-W(LM) "Pastiche" 	3 for £2.50 
2YW-WWY(LM)"Pengarth" 	3 for £5.00 

Division 2. All white. 
2W-W(L) 	"April Snow" 	£1.00 
2W-GWW(M)"Arley Kings" 	£2.50 
2W-W(LM) "Arpege" 	£1.00 
2W-GWW(M)"Ashmore" 	£3.00 
2W-GWW(M)"Ben Hee" 	£2.50 
2W-W(LM) "Broadland" 	£3.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Broomhill" 	£1.00 
2W-W(E) 	"Canisp" 	£1.50 
2W-W(M) 	"Colliford" 	3 for £4.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Dover Cliffs" 	£1.50 
2W-W(L) 	"Elrond"(intermediate) 
	 £1.00 

2W-W(LM) "Fastidious" 	£2.50 
2W-W(LM) "Glenside" 	£1.00 
2W-W(LM) "Golitha Falls" .........£15.00 
2W-W(LM) "Immaculate" 	£3.00 
2W-W(M) "Loveny" 	£2.50 
2W-GWW(M)"Misty Glen" 	£1.00 
2W-W(LM) "Mount Fuji" 	£2.00 
2W-GWW(LM)"Pitchroy" 	£1.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Polyphant" 	£1.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Regal Bliss" .....3 for £5.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Sil <cut" 	£2.00 
2W-W(M) 	"Silver Surf" 	£3.50 
2W-W(LM) "Snowshilll" 	3 for £2.50 

£2.00 

2Y-YYP(L) 
2Y-PPY(LM) 
2Y-P(LM) 
2Y-P(M) 

3 for £2.00 
3 for £2.00 

£2.00 
 £10.00 

£3.00 

2W-W 9M) "Stoke Charity" 
2W-GWW(LM)"Tamar Snow' ....5 for £3.50 
2W-W(M) "Tutankhamun" 	 
	 SOLD OUT 

2W-W(LM) "Wheal Jane" 	£10.00 



Division 2. White perianth with red or 
orange in the cup, predominant. 
2W-00Y(E) "Bodwannick" ..5 for £3.50 
2W-R(M) 	"Dragon Run" 	£12.00 
2W-O(EM) "Hotspur" 	3 for £4.00 
2W-R(E) 	"Osmington" 	£2.00 
2W-0(L) 	"Parkdene" 	£1.50 
2W-R(M) 	"Rameses" 	£1.00 
2W-O(M) 	"Royal Regiment" 	£1.00 
2W-ORR(M) "Rubh Mor" 	£3.50 

Division 2. White perianth with red or 
orange in the cup, not predominant. 
2W-WWR(EM) "Audubon" 	5 for £2.50 
2W-YYR(L) "Bed ru tha n" 	£14.00 
2W-YYO(E) "Bobolink" 	3 for £2.00 
2W-YYO(M) "Carnkicf" 	£2.50 
2W-YYO(L) "Lysander" 	£1.00 
2W-YYO(M) "Ringleader" 	£2.00 

Division 2. White perianth with yellow 
in the cup. 
2W-GYY(M) "Ardress" 	£1.50 
2W-Y(LM) "Cool Autumn" 	£1.50 
2W-Y(LM) "Festivity" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-Y(M) 
	

"Hallworthy" 	£1.00 
2W-Y(M) 
	

"Irish Minstral" 	£1.00 
2W-Y(LM) "Irish Mist" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-WWY(LM) "Lewannick" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-Y(E) 	"Muscadet" 	£1.00 
2W-Y(M) 	"Sidley"(intermediate) 	 
	 £1.50 

2W-Y(LM) "Tudor Minstrel" 	£3.00 
2W-WWY(M)"Woodvale" 	£1.00 

Division 2. White perianth with pink 
in the cup. 
2W-P(M) 	"Accent" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-YYP(LM) "Apropos" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-P(M) 
	

"Auntie Eileen" 	£3.00 
2W-GPP(EM) "Balvenie" 	£2.50 
2WP-P(LM) "Bright Flame" .3 for £2.50 
2W-GPP(L) "Cairndhu" 	£1.00 
2W-GPP(LM) "Cherry Garden" 	£12.00 
2W-WPP(L) "Conval" 	£1.00 

"Dailmanach" 	£4.00 2W-P(LM) 
2W-P(LM) "Debutante" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-WWP(E) "Drumboe" 	£1.00 
2W-P(M) 
	

"Eastern Dawn" .3 for £2.50 
2W-P(LM) "Fverpink" 	£1.50 
2WGPP(L) "Fair Prospect" 	£1.50 
2W-GWP(E) "Far Country" 	£1.00 

2W-WPP(LM)"Fine Romance" 	£25.00 
2W-GPP(L) "Fragrant Rose" 	£3.00 
2W-P(EM) "Gemini Girl" 	£4.00 
2W-P(EM) 	"Hartington" ....3 for £2.50 
2W-GWP(LM)"Heart Throb" 	£4.00 
2W-GWP(LM)"High Society". 	£3.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Ingrid Evensen 	£1.00 
2W-P(E) 	"Kirklington"....3 for £2.50 
2W-GWP(L) "Mary Kate" 

(intermediate) 	£2.50 
2W-P(L) 	"Melbury" 	3 for £4.00 
2W-YYP(L) "Montclair" 	£1.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Passionale 	£1.00 
2W-GWP(LM) "Peripheral Pink" 	£3.50 
2W-P(M) 	"Pink Wing" 	£1.50 
2W-WWP(LM)"Pismo Beach" 	£1.50 
2W-P(L) 	"Pol Dornie"  	£5.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Portrait" 	£1.00 
2W-GPP(E) "Premiere" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-P(L) 	"Quiet Day" 	3 for £3.50 
2W-WWP(EM)"Rainbow" 	3 for £2.50 
2W-GWP(EM)"Raspberry Ring" 	£3.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Romance" 	£1.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Roseate Tern" 	£2.50 
2W-P(LM) "Rosemerryn"...3 for £7.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Rose Royal" 	£1.00 
2W-WPP(LM)"Royal Ballet" 	£2.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Rubythroat" 	£1.50 
2W-P(M) 	"Salmon Spray" 	£1.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Salmon Trout" 	£1.00 
2W-PPY(LM) "Salome" 	£1.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Sir Samuel" 	£5.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Tangent" 	5 for £3.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Treviddo" 	£3.00 
2W-P(L) 	"Trewidland" 	£1.00 
2W-P(LM) "Tyee" 	SOLD OUT 
2W-GPP(L) "Violetta" 	£1.00 
2W-P(M) 	"Wellow" 	£1.50 

Division 2 Orange Flushed Perianths. 
20-0(M) 	"Caracas" 	3 for £2.50 
20-R(M) 	"Charleston" 	3 for £4.50 
20-R(EM) "Creag Dubh" 	£2.50 
20-R(L) 	"Limbo" ........each £2 	00 or 
	 3 for £5.00 

20-R(L) 	"Red Hot" 	£1.50 
20-R(M) 	"Stylish" 	£1.00 

Collection 2. 10% off the prices shown 
for 3 bulbs of each of any five varieties 
of your own choice. 
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Pengarth 2YW-WWY 

Feock 3W-YYR 

Lamanva 2W-WWP 

DIVISION 3 - SMALL CUPS 

"Aintree" 3W-O. Early mid-season. Bred by John Williams (Park Springs x Shinning 
Light). This is an excellent show variety with smooth, chalky white broadly 
overlapping perianth segments, good poise, a neat goblet shaped cup of rich 
orange, at maturity the perianth does take slight reflex in a manner similar to 
its parent. An excellent plant and fine flower both for show or the garden. 	 
	 £4.00 each or 3 for £10.00 

"Cheesewring" 3W-WWY(L) S486 (Cool Crystal x Delos) This flower is large and of 
good show form. The broadly oviate perianth shows off the shallow bowl 
shape corona which is pale primrose yellow and white at the base 	 Tall stem, 
also excellent as a cut flower 	 each £8.00 

"Crenver" 3W-GYR. Late season. This is a very old variety that is very sweetly 
scented. The perianth opens a greenish white but soon whitens out to show off 
the poeticus style of corona and could well be useful for further breeding of the 
poeticus style of flower £2.00 

"Feock" 3W-YYR (Corofin x Kimmeridge) S93. Late mid-season. Shown in my 
winning collection at the County Festival Show, and has been much admired 
by several knowledgeable experts for several years. The flower is large and 

✓ round with broad smooth perianth segments, and a bright yellow neatly filled 
cup with a deep red rim, a strong plant and an excellent show flowereach £6.00 

"Greenodd" 3W-YYW. Late season. (Reg Nicholl) No 17/86. Bred and raised by 
Reg Nicholl, this was a seedling that he sent to me and has been much admired 
at National level. The plant is vigorous and the stem is tall and stiff Apart from 
the impeccably smooth perianth and very pretty bowl shaped cup, it is the 
very pronounced green in the throat of this flower that makes it a super show 
flower and a must for the exotic flower arrangements SOLD OUT 

"Hexworthy" 3W-WYY. Late season. A small flower with a flattish cup on a very 
tall stem. An ideal decorative or cut flower that does have show potential. 
 5 for £2.50 

"Mullion" 3W-YYO(L) S461 (Verona x Fairmile) A large flower with broad pure 
white and smooth perianth. The very shallow bowl shape corona is pale yellow 
with a bright orange rim. Has been regularly and successfully shown both at 
local and national level  each £11.00 

"Pelynt" 3W-O. Late mid-season. This is a strong robust commercial quality daffodil, 
with very tall stems, not quite top show form, but useful and has been successful 
in our Cornish shows, very nice in floral displays. The perianth is well overlapped 
and pointed at the tips, with a small frilled cup of dark orange red 3 for £2.50 
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"Spirit of Rame" 3W-YYR (Corofin x Crenver) S126 Late season. This flower has 
had good success here in Cornwall, the broad pure white perianth is a perfect 
foil for the brightly coloured disc shaped corona, it is a good plant that 
produces many show quality flowers, like many of this type it does however 
need some protection from the sun.  each £4.50 

"Trident" 3W-YYR. Late mid-season. (Previously known as "Bella Vista") This is a 
tall, very robust plant with a flower of brilliant colouring. The perianth is very 
white and well overlapping, showing off the flat corona with clearly defined 
rings of bright yellow and a dark red rim each £1.50 

"Virginia Water" 3W-GWY (L) 5400 First spotted in our seedlings beds by a notable 
visitor and has been much admired for several years and has been a successful 
flower on the show bench under number. The perianth is broad smooth and 
pure white with a disc shaped corona of bright yellow fading at the base 	 
	 each £15.00 

"White Lady" 3W-Y. Late mid-season. This very old and charming variety was 
raised by the Rev. GH Engleheart and registered pre 1898 and received an 
Award of Merit in 1898. 11 was a major plant in the florist industry. White Lady 
was grown by Dan du Plessis and his father before him, some 70 years ago. 
Although long discarded from the commercial markets it has survived in farm 
boundary hedges for well over 40 years. I am delighted to be able to re-
introduce it to you  3 for £3.50 

Division 3 All yellow 	 3Y-GYR(L) "Timotin" 	£3.00 
3Y-GYY(LM) "Advocat " 3  for £2.50 3Y-GYR(M) "Triple Crown" 	£8.00 
3Y-Y(LM) 	"Bethal" 	£15.00 
3Y-Y(M) 	"Ferndown" (Few) £5.00 
3Y-GYY(L) 	"Lalique" 	£3.50 
3Y-Y(LM) 	"Lemonade" 	£1.00 
3Y-Y(LM) 	"Suave" 	£1.50 

Division 3 Yellow perianth with red or 
orange in the cup 
3Y-R(EM) 	"Achduart" 	£4.00 
3Y-YYR(LM) "Badbury Rings" 	£5.00 
3YYO-R(LM) "Cheer Leader" 	£3.00 
3Y-YYR(M) "Chickerell 	£2.00 
3Y-R(M) 	"Dateline" 	£3.00 Division 3 All white 
3Y-GYO(M) "Montego" 	£2.50 3W-GWW(LM)"Achnasheen" 5 for £3.50 
3Y-GYR(LM) "Painted Desert" 	£1.50 3W-GWW(L) "Cool Crystal" 	£3.00 
3Y-R(M) 	"Solar Tan: 	SOLD OUT 3W-GWW(L) "Dallas" 	5 for £2.50 
3Y-GYR(L) "Suntory" 	SOLD OUT 3W-W(L) 	"Delos" 	£1.50 
3Y-YYR(LM) "Tehidy" 	each £15.00 3W-W(M) 	"Glen Cassley" 	£5.00 
3Y-YYR(M) "Tiffany Jade" 	£5.00 3W-GWW(L) "Irish Linen" 	£1.50 

"Hawera" 5Y-Y 

"Gloriosus" 8W-0 

"Erlicheer"4W-YWW 

"Replete" 4W-P 

Division 3. Yellow with white or pink 
in the Corona 
3Y-WWY(L) "Earthlight" 	£2.00 
3Y-W (LM) 	"Lyrebird" 	£5.00 
Division 3 Orange perianths 

"Altruist" 	£1.00 
"Bossa Nova" 	£3.00 
"Perdridda" 	£7.50 
"Prairie Fire" 	£3.00 
"Sabine Hay" 	£5.00 
"Tamar Lass" 	£6.00 

30-R(M) 
30-0(L) 
30-R(LM) 
30-R(LM) 
30-R(L) 
30-0(M) 
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Intrigue 7Y-W 

Keats 4W-GYY 

"n.odorous rugulosus" 

Bobby Soxer 7Y-YO 

Hoopoe 8Y-0 

3W-W(L) 	"Monksilver" 	£2.50 
3W-GWW(M) "Princess Zaide 3 for £2.50 
3W-GWW(L) "Sea Dream" 	£2.00 
3W-W(L) 	"Snowcrest" 	£3.00 
3W-GWW(L) "Troutbeck" 	 £1.50 
3W-W(L) 	"Verona" 	£1.00 

Division 3. White perianth with yellow 
in the cup 
3W-Y(M) 	"Aircastle" 
3W-GYY(L) "Eminent" 
3W-GY(L) "Grace Note" 	 
3W-Y(L) 	"Halleys Comet" 
3W-Y(L) 	"Oykel" 	£1.50 
3W-WWY(E) "Park Springs" 	£2.00 
3W-GWY(LM) "Rimmon" 	3 for £4.00 
3W-GYY(LM) "Vernal Prince" 	£2.00 
3W-Y(M) 	"Woodland Prince" 	€1.50 

Division 3 White perianths with red or 
orange in the cup, predominant 
3W-ORR(LM) "Cairntoul" 	£3.50 
3W-GOO(LM) "Doctor Hugh" 	£3.50 
3W-R(LM) "Dunsky" 	£1.00 
3W-ORR(M) "Hartlebury" 	£3.50 
3W-R(M) 	"Rockall" 	£1.50 
3W-00W(M)"Suhaili 	£1.00 
3W-R(L) 	"Woodland Star" 	£1.50 

Division 3 White perianths with red or 
orange in the cup, not predominant 
3W-YYO(M) "Badanloch" 	£1.50 
3W-YYR(L) "Birdsong" 	£1.00 
3W-GYO(M) "Capisco" 	3 for £2.50 
3W-YYR(E) "Corofin" 	3 for £2.75 
3W-WWO(M)"Dell Chapel" ..3 for £3.50 
3W-YYR(M) "Estrella" 	£1.00 
3W-GOO(M) "Fairy Island" 	£1.50 
3W-YYR(LM)"Gorran" 	  

each £5.00 or 3 for £10.00 
3W-YYR(M) "Johns Delight"  £6.00 
3W-YYR(M) "Kimmeridge" ..3 for £2.75 
3W-GYO(L) "Lancaster" 	3 for £2.50 
3W-YYR(LM) "Merlin" 	3 for £2.50 
3W-YYO(LM)"Purbeck" 	£5.00 
3W-YO(LM) "Ravenhill" 	£2.00 
3W-WWR(LM) "Royal Princess" 	£3.00 
3W-GYO(L) "Saturn" 	3 for £2.50 
3W-YYR(L) "Sorcerer" 	£1.50 

Collection 3 10% off the prices shown 
for three bulbs of each of any five 
varieties of your choice. 
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DIVISION 4 - DOUBLE DAFFODILS 

"Amster 4W-YPP Late season. A fine double with rich pink tones to the petloids 
very full and symmetrical, and much admired at the Festival Show at 
Lanhydrock, a strong plant and a good stiff stem  each £3.50 

"Biffo" 41-0(LM) S414 (St Keverne x Tamar Fire). A richly coloured flower with 
good poise and show quality, the perianth and petaloid segments in several 
whorls and are broad and interspersed each £6.00 

"Double Roman" syn of "Romanus" 4W-O. Very early season. A very old and rare 
plant in cultivation, very sweetly scented, typical of the Tazetta group from 
which this is a double form each £2.50 

"Erlicheer" 4W-YWW . Early season. Another plant that is a double sport from 
Tazetta group. The scent of this plant is almost too much, up to 5 florets on a 
stem, a delight for the flower arrangers 5 for £3.50 

"Geevor" 4Y-YYO(EM) S274 (St. Keverne x Tamar Fire). A full formal double of 
lovely golden yellow with slightly darker petloids that are edged with orange, 
a pretty flower that has been much admired for several seasons, and has 
already won several prizes as a show flower here in Cornwall. Also an 
excellent cut flower with long stems and a sturdy plant.  each £5.00 

"Gribben Head" 4Y-O(M) S251 (Obelisk x Tamar Fire). This is a large heavy very 
full double flower, held well on stiff stems and a strong plant. The back petals 
are broad and well overlapped, reflexing slightly to show off the full clustered 
centre of bright orange each £3.00 

"Heamoor" 4Y-Y(EM) S278 (St Keverne x Tamar Fire) A sister seedling to "John 
Daniel" is a rounded flower with the best of show forms and has many top 
awards both nationally and internationally. The several layers of perianth and 
petaloid segments are rich golden yellow, with the coronal segments slightly 
darker in tone each £20.00 

"John Daniel" 4Y-Y(M) S295 (St. Keverne x Tamar Fire). Here is a full and formal 
double, that is considered to be the best of a very good batch. This flower is 
produced on long stiff stems and has up to five rows of petals of rich dark 
golden yellow interspersed with slightly darker petloids. The flower lasts a 
remarkably long time, and has already proven itself on the show benches at 
most of the Nation's main shows.  £20.00 

"Ludgvan" 4Y-Y. Late mid-season. This was a seedling of uncertain parentage but 
proved to be a robust plant with good quality flowers on a stiff stem, an 
excellent garden or cut flower that does have good show potential ....3 for £2.50 

"Menabilly" 40-R (Ocarino x Ambergate) S205 Late season. This flower is one 
with very unusual colour of apricot orange tones to the perianth segments 
with darker red petloids, I do not think it will win many top show prizes, but it 
is a 40-R perhaps one of the first, it is very fertile and already beginning to 
produce some interesting seedlings.   each £2.50 

•fig-a-ti:rie Treveal" 4Y-Y. Mid-season. Raised by Rodney Ward, and named by him 
/- \ after Marjorie Treveal, a real Cornish gentle lady who for many years has 

assisted him with his displays here at the Falmouth Show. This is a superb 
double variety of the very best show form it is a rich golden colour with the 
centre petloids a slightly darker tone. A very full and symmetrical flower held 
perfectly on a short neck and stiff stem. I am sure this flower will be winning 
many major prizes for some years to come..  each £4.00 

"Merrymeet" 4Y-Y00. Mid season. This is a medium sized flower that has been 
much admired over the last few years, its colour and form make it a very 
useful show flower and had good success at both local and national level. The 
plant is strong and vigorous. I am sure this variety will be in our gardens for a 
very long time,  5 for £4.50 

"Nangiles" 4Y-R(EM) S294 (Paricutin x Tamar Fire) A rounded flower with bright 
golden yellow perianth and petaloid segments in several whorls, broadly 
ovate. The bright red and slightly frilled corona segments are evenly inter-
spersed among the perianth and petaloid segments, strong stem and a fine 
show flower SOLD OUT 

"Newton Ferrets" 4Y-O. Late mid-season. A neat full double on a long stem. The 
flower opens a soft yellow with a deep red centre, the colour does fade with 
maturity superb when picked young 3 for £2.50 

( "Radjer 4Y-R(M) 5298 (Paricutin x Tamar Fire). A perfect intermediate size bloom 
that won its class at the National Shows. The stems are tall and stiff with a 

- small formal double flower of bright golden yellow with rich red petloids. 
Like its parents a good grower. each £5.00 

"Tamar Fire" 4Y-R. Early season. This is the earliest of all doubles to flower. The 
flower is a little on the small size for show but has won best bloom in Division 
4 at national level. It is neat and brightly coloured, always well liked when 
seen at the early shows, and has an added bonus of being nicely scented. One 
of my favourites, it is very nice in arrangements  5 for £4.00 

"Westward" 4W-Y. Late mid-season. A full formal double with clear colours, a very 
strong plant with a stiff stem and good neck to hold the flower perfectly for 
show 3 for £2.50 



5Y-Y(M) 	"Hawera" 	5 for £1.50 
5Y-Y(L) 	"Honey Guide" 	£3.00 
5Y-Y(LM) "Liberty Bells" 	 3 for £1.50 
5Y-O(LM) "Puppet"  	£3.00 
5Y-Y(M) 	"Stints" 	 3 for £2.50 
5Y-Y(E) 	"Thoughtful" 	£2.00 

White Perianths. 
5W-W(LM) "Arish Mell" 	 3 for £4.00 
5W-W(M) "Horn of Plenty" 3 for £2.50 
5W-W(M) "Ice Wings" 	 5 for £4.00 
5W-W(LM)"Ivory Gull"  	£10.00 
5W-Y(M) 	"Merry Bells 	 3 for £4.50 
5W-W(M) "Mission Bells". 	£2.50 

Yellow Perianths. 
Bells" £3.50 5Y-Y(M) "Harmony .3 for 

Division 4. All yellow. 
4Y-Y(M) "Angkor" 	£8.00 
4Y-Y(M) 	"Eastertide" 	£1.00 
4Y-Y(LM) "Ensemble" 	£5.00 
4Y-Y(EM) "Fiji" 	 £1.50 
4Y-Y(L) 	"Ocarino" 	3 for £4.00 
4Y-Y(M) "Papua" 	3 for £2.00 
4Y-Y(EM) "Pauline Frances" 	£4.50 
4Y-Y(E) 	"Pencrebar" 	5 for £3.50 

Division 4. White with white, yellow, 
red or orange segments. 
4W-R(LM) "Accropolis" 	£1.00 
4W-O(LM) "Bere Ferrers" ....3 for £2.50 
4W-O(M) "Blossom" 	£12.50 
4W-O(LM) "Churston Ferrers" 	 
	 3 for £2.50 

4W-Y(LM) "Double Diamond" 	 
	 3 for £2.50 

4W-W(L) "Frou Frou" 	£3.00 
4W-O(LM) "Gay Kybo" 	£5.00 
4W-R(LM) "Glowing Red" ..3 for £2.50 
4W-Y(LM) "Inara" 	£10.00 
4W-YOO(L)"Jamaica Inn" ...3 for £5.00 
4W-GYY(L) "Keats" 	£1.50 
4W-O(L) "Peach Prince" 	£2.00 
4W-O(LM) "Sir Winston Churchill" 
	 3 for £2.00 

4W-Y(L) 	"Taslass" 	 £10 
4W-Y(M) "Unique" 	3 for £2.00 
4W-W(M) "White Marvel" 	3 for £2.50 

Division 4. Yellow with red or orange 
segments. 
4Y-O(M) "Crackington" 	£4.00 
4Y-O(M) 	"Gay Cavalier" .3 for £2.50 
4Y-O(M) "Manly" 	3 for £2.50 
4Y-R(LM) "Poppy's Choice" 	£7.00 
4Y-O(M) "Smokey Bear" 	£3.50 
4Y-R(M) 	"Tahiti" 	3 for £2.50 
Division 4. White with pink segments. 
4W-P(L) 	"Blushing Maiden" 	 
	 3 for £2.50 

4W-P(L) 	"Delnashaugh"..3 for £4.00 
4W-P(L) 	"Elphin" 	£2.50 
4W-P(L) 	"Gresham" 	£6.00 
4W-P(L) "Indora" 	SOLD OUT 
4W-P(L) 	"Maribou" 	£2.00 
4W-P(L) "Night Music".SOLD OUT 
4W-P(L) "Pink Champagne" 	 
	 3 for £4.00 

4W-P(L) 	"Pink Pageant" 	£2.50 
4W-P(L) 	"Pink Paradise" 	£6.00 
4W-P(E) 	"Replete" 	3 for £2.50 
4W-YPP(L) "Samantha".. 	5 for £4.00 
4W-P(L) 	"Spaniards Inn" 	3 for £7.50 
4W-P(L) 	"Sugar Loaf" 	£1.50 
4W-YP(L) "Suisguil" 	£2.50 
4W-P(L) 	"Waldorf Astoria" 	£7.00 
Division 4. Yellow with Pink or White. 
4Y-P(LM) "Bald ock" 	£17.50 

5W-W(M) "Niveth" 	3 for £2.50 
5W-W(L) "Petrel" 	3 for £2.00 
5W-W(LM)"Ringing Bells" ..SOLD OUT 
5W-W(M) "Rippling Waters" 	 
	 3 for £2.00 

5W-W(L) "Silver Bells" 	SOLD OUT 
5W-W(LM)"Saberwing" 	£1.50 
5W-Y(M) "Sidhe" 	SOLD OUT 
5W-GWW(LM)"Sydling" 	£4.50 
5W-W(M) 'Tresamble" 	3 for £1.50 
5W-Y(M) 'Tuesdays Child" 3 for £2.50 
5W-W(M) "Waxwing" 	£1.50 

Collection 5. 
10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of 
each of any five varieties of your own choice. 

DIVISION 5 - TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS 

These delightful varieties of Daffodil are the result of selective breeding where the 
species n.triandrus has been introduced into its parentage, the resulting plants often 
have 2 or 3 flowers on the stem, and are amongst the ladies favourites in floral 
arrangements. 
These from Division 5. and those of Division 6. are generally much dwarfer in stature 
and are ideally suited to the garden or rockery. The plants are hardy and quite 
resistant to the windier spot where the conventional Daffodil often gets broken off. 

"Budock Bells" 5W-W(L) 598 (Broomhill x n.triandrus) Up to three florets per stem -
chalky white - drooping, the perianth segments are narrow and slightly 
reflexed, smooth and nicely overlapped - the bulb sometimes gives secondary 
stems to extend the flowering period. A super garden variety with plenty of 
show potential  each £6.00 

"Cariad" 5Y-Y(LM) S137 (Debutante x n.triandrus albus). First exhibited and 
winning its class under number 1-44-79 at the National Shows in 1986, this has 
continued to impress each year. The stem is short and sturdy and holds the 
twin headed flower in perfect drooping poise for this division. The soft yellow, 
smooth perianth is broadly ovate and well overlapped with a slightly 
expanded goblet cup of the same colour. An added bonus is that this cultivar 
does on occasion set seed,  £15.00 

"Tater Du" 5W-Y (Penril x n.triandrus) 5374 Mid season. This charming little 
Triandrus cultivar is ideally suited to the rockery and has consistently 
produced many stems with 2 or 3 drooping florets to each stem, the perianth 
segments reflex to show off the widely expanded corona with the stamens and 
stigma excerpted. For those who like to show this has won several first cards 
and has been admired for several years on our trade exhibits.  each £8.00 

Collection 4. 
10% off the varieties shown for 3 bulbs of each of any five varieties of your own choice. 
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cups. 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y•Y(VE) 
6Y-Y(M) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(EM) 
6Y-Y(M) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 
6Y-Y(E) 

"Barlow" 	£1.00 
"Charity May" ....5 for £2.00 
"Cornet" 	3 for £2.50' 
"First Hope" 	3 for £2.00 
"Flirt" 	3 for £2.50 
"Golden Cycle" 	3 for £2.50 	-- 
"Jana" 	 £1.50 

Witch" 	9 for £2.00 
"Rapture" 	£4.00 

"Rival" 	 £1.00 
)The Alliance" 	3 for £4.00 

"Trewirgie" 	£1 .00 
Warbler" 	£8.00 

"Woodcock" 	SOLD OUT 

DIVISION 6 - CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS 
"Betsy MacDonald" 6W-P(LM) 5130 (Foundling x Tangent). This is a most sturdy plant 

with a flower on short stems that seems to withstand the weather well, has been 
greatly admired by many visitors to the shows here in Cornwall and has had some 
success on the show benches. The perianth is broad and well overlapping which 
reflexes naturally, to show off the vibrant pink corona. It is perhaps a little large for 
some tastes but never the less a fine example of its kind.  each £10.00 

"Carclew" 6Y-Y (St Keverne x n.cyclamineus) 56 Early season. An undisputed Division 6 
which has been much admired both at shows and in the field trial beds, the 
perianth segments are narrow and fully reflexed, the flower is of bright golden 
yellow, held on a short neck and stiff stem, and is an ideal plant for the windy 
situation each £4.00 

"Kea" 6W-YP (Jenny x 2W-P seedling) 5217. Late mid-season. Successfully shown at the 
R.H.S. under number 1-2-80. This has a good cyclamineus form, the colour could 
be better, and does need a little time to develop each £5.00 

"Penril"6W-0. Mid-season. Another seedling acquired from Brian, this is a much shorter 
plant and has a typical cyclamineus growth habit. The perianth is not quite pure 
white but does reflex naturally and the slightly expanded goblet cup is a most 
interesting coppery orange tone, a very good plant admirably suited to the garden 
or show 5 for £2.50 

"Percuil" 6Y-Y (St Keverne x n.cyclamineus) 53. Early season. A true Division 6 flower 
with narrow naturally reflexing perianth segments and a typical trumpet, short 
stemmed and very nice in pots £4.00 

"Princess Alexander" 6W-W (E) (n.cyclamineus x Woodgreen) This excellent variety was 
raised at Rosewarne, and the stock aquired and built up by one of the counties 
most noteworthy growers. For a number of years this has been much admired by 
knowledgeable experts and we are now pleased to be able to offer this to you. The 
style and form of this superb variety is quite typical of this division with a natural 
reflex to the narrow pure white perianth, the long and slender corona opens a pale 
creamy yellow but soon matures to a toning white.  each £4.50 or 3 for £12.00 

"Princess Diana" 6W-Y (E) (n.cyclamineus x Trouseau) Also raised at the Rosewarne 
station, the stock had been built up here in Cornwall and now permits a limited 
release, the flower is a touch larger with a slightly expanded corona of lovely soft 
creamy yellow. It is a superb plant for the discerning gardener and does make a 
fine flower for floral arrangements or show each £7.50 or 3 for £20.00 

"Roscarrick" 6W-P. Late season. Raised by Brian Duncan, this is a seedling stock that I 
purchased some time ago, and is a particularly fine plant that increases well and is 
a pretty flower, much admired by all who see it. A little large for some Division 6 
critics, but has had many successes on the show benches both here in Cornwall and 
at national level - very smooth lovely colours 3 for £4.00 

"Sumo Jewel" 6Y-1 (Arctic Gold x n.cyclamineus) 5213 Early season. A sturdy plant 
with lovely graceful flowers that last a long time on the plant, the reflexing 
perianth segments of deep yellow do have a slight twist, and the long and narrow 
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waisted trumpet is neatly flanged at the mouth, all to make this a perfect flower for 
both show and garden 	 each £3.00 

"Trehane" 6Y-Y (St Keverne x n.cyclamineus) S212. Early season. Another good Division 
6. A strong plant that produces many fine blooms that last a long time on the plant 	 
	 each £3.50 

S2. Very early season. Very early to flower - not 
ion 6 character, very nice in arrangement when 
grows when left on the plant. 3 for £4.00 

6W-W(M) "The Knave" 	£1.50 
6W-W(M) "Tracey 	 £3.00 
Division 6. White perianths with yellow 
or orange in the cup. 
6W-Y(M) 	t.,f`Beryl" 	3 for £1. 50 
6W-Y(E) 	"Dove Wings" 	5 for £2.50 
6W-GWY(E) "Greenlet" 	£1.50 
6W-Y(EM) "Jack Snipe" 	5 for £1.50 
6W-Y(EM) "Joybell" 	£1.50 
6W-Y(E) 	"Phalarope" 	£5.00 
6W-Y(E) "Noss Mayo" 	3 for £5.00 
6W-Y(E) 	"Surfside" 	£2.00 
6W-Y(M) 	"Titania" 	3 for £1.50 
6W-Y(E) 	"Toby the First" 	£2.00 
6W-Y(E) 	"Trena" 	 £3.00 
6W-O(LM) "Turncoat" 	5 for £2.50 
6W-Y(E) 	"Winged Victory" 	 
	 SOLD OUT 

Division 6. White perianths with pink in 
the cup. 
6W-GPP(L) "Bilbo" 	3 for £5.00 
6W-P(M) c.-"Carib" 	SOLD OUT 
6W-P(LM) "Cha Cha" 	£3.00 
6W-P(L) ..-"Cotinga" 	£6.00 
6W-WWP(LtElizabeth Arm" 	£2.00 
6W-P(L) 	"Foundling" 	5 for £3.00 
6W-GWP(L)...--"Georgie Girl" 	£3.50 
6W-P(L) ..„-"Kaydee" 	£5.00 
6W-P(L) 	"Lavender Lass" 	£1.00 
6W-P(L) 	--"Lilac Charm" 	£3.50 
6W-GPP(L) ---Reggae" 	£2.50 
6W-P(L) 	"Snoopie" 	5 for £3.00 
6W-P(L) 	"Swing Wing" 	£2.50 
6W-P(L) 	"Waif" 	 £5.00 

Collection 6 10% off the prices shown for 3 
bulbs of each of any five varieties of your choice. 

"Treverva" 6Y-Y (Foresight x ir.cyclamineus) 
the best of show form but a true Divis 
picked young. The flower is small but 

Division 6. Yellow perianths with white 
in the cup. 
6Y-WWY(E) "Inca" 	 £6.00 

Division 6. Yellow perianths with yellow 

Division 6. Yellow perianths with red or 
orange in the cup. 
6Y-0(M) 	"Andalusia" 	5 for £2.00 
6Y-0(M) 	"Chickadee" 	3 for £2 50 
6Y-Y00(VE)t--"Emperors Waltz" 	£10.00 
6Y-R(M) 	-filtzim" 	3 for £3.50 
6Y-0(E) 	..YJetfire" 	5 for £2.50 
6Y-O(M) 	"Whang-Hi" 	3 for £2.00 

Division 6. All white . 
6W-W(E) c/Cazique" 	£8.00 
6W-W(M) 	"Frostkist" 	3 for £4.00 
6W-W(EM) "Halvasso" 	£10.00 
6W-W(LM) "Jenny" 	5 for £2.50 
6W-W(LM) "Ouzel" 	 £6.00 
6W-W(L) 	"Sextant" 	£1.50 
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Tamar Lad 2Y-R 

Rosmerryn 2W-P 

Nanstallon 1Y-Y 

DIVISION 7. JONQUILLA HYBRIDS. 
This Jonquilla section is for hybrids that have been bred with the species n.jonquilla. 
The resulting plants vary in stature from quite dwarf to very tall, however they are 
generally on good stiff stems that can stand a fair amount of wind. Most of the 
stems do have several flowers on each and without exception all are sweetly 
scented, which makes them ideal for indoor decoration. 

"Boscastle" 7Y-Y(L) 5111 (Aircastle x n .jonquilla) 2 or 3 sweetly scented flowers to a 
stem with broad smooth and well overlapping perianth segments make this an 
ideal show quality flower, bulbs often give secondary stems which can only 
add to its benefits as a perfect plant for the garden or cutting  each £5.00 

"Kit Hill" 7Y-YWW(L) 5107 (Aircastle x n.jonquilla) Stems usually with two sweetly 
scented florets, very smooth and soft pale yellow perianth segments and a neat 
round cup that fades to ivory white,this flower has already won its class on 
several occasions and much admired in our trials each £5.00 

"St. Piran" 7W-Y (Aircastle x n.jonquilla) 5108 Late season. Like our Cornish Saint 
this flower has been much revered, it has had some good success on the show 
benches when under number, it is also a particularly good plant and well suited 
to the garden and stands the weather well, like most in the jonquilla section has 
a delightful scent, usually two or three florets on the stem. each £2.50 

"Sweet Blanche" 7W-W (M) 5220 (Grand Prospect x n.jonquilla) Most stems have 
only one flower but the bulbs will send several secondary stems thus 
extending the flowering period, this makes for perfect cut or garden variety 
although it has won its class at national level as a seedling. The scent is sweet 
and the perianth smooth and opens a soft creamy yellow which usually fades 
to white. Very long lasting each £1.00 or 3 for £2.50 

"Treble Two" 7Y-GYY(LM) S222 (Aircastle x n. jonquilla) Named at the request of 
several admirers of this flower. It has been successfully shown under number 
for many years. Two or three large rounded flowers to the stem, smooth and 
very broadly overlapped. A good show flower SOLD OUT 

"Wheal Coates" 7Y-0(M) 5416 (Pinza x n.jonquilla) This is a lovely flower of show 
quality, beautifully scented and a rounded well overlapped perianth with 
shallow cup of bright orange, usually two flowers to each stem, with bulbs 
sending many secondary stems to extend the season. We have a good stock 	 
	 each £5.00 

"Wheal Kitty" 7W-W (Handcross x n.jonquilla) 5219 Early season. Named at the 
suggestion of several noted growers as an ideal plant for the garden, the stem 
is short and stiff and the flower stands well in bad weather, like many from this 
division a great many secondary blooms are produced to extend the flowering 
period, the flowers open with yellow undertone but soon fades out to a clear 
chalky white, the perianth is broad and sometimes take on a little twist when 
mature, it has been exhibited with some success and we see no reason why it 
should not continue to do so.  3 for £2.50 
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Division 7. All yellow. 
7Y-Y(L) 	"Baby Moon" 	5 for £2.00 
7Y-Y(M) 	"Campernalli" 	£1.50 
7Y-Y(LM) 	"Clare" 	 £5.00 
7Y-Y(LM) 	"Flycatcher" 	5 for £2.50 
7Y-Y(E) 	"Logan Rock" 	5 for £2.75 
7Y-Y(M) 	"Penpol" 	3 for £2.00 
7Y-Y(LM) 	"Pipers Barn" 	£1.50 
7Y-Y(M) 	"Quail" 	5 for £2.00 
7Y-Y(M) 	"Sundial" 	5 for £1.80 
7Y-Y(LM) 	"Sun Disc" 	5 for £2.00 
7Y-Y(E) 	"Sweetness" 	S  for £1.50 
7Y-Y(EM) 	"Shepherds Hey" 	£1.50 
7Y-Y(M) 	"Trevithan" 	5 for £1.80 
7Y-Y(LM) 	"Tittle Tattle" 	3 for £2.00 

Division 7. Yellow perianths with red or 
orange in the cup. 
7Y-YYO(L) 	"Bobby Soxer'; 	3 for £2.50 
7Y-O(L) 	"Bunting" 	3 for £2.00 
70-R(LM) 	"Indian Maid"' 	£1.00 
7Y-YYO(M) "Joppa" 	5 for £2.50 
7Y-O(L) 	"Kinglet"  f   3 for £2.50 
7Y-YYO(L) 	"Lintie" 	r 	5 for £2,50 
7Y-O(E) 	"Martinette" 	3 for £2.00 
7Y-R(E) 	"Porthchapel" 	3 for £1.50 
7Y-O(L) 	"Starfire" 	£1.00 
7Y-O(LM) 	"Stratosphere" / 	 £1.00 

Division 7. Yellow Perianths with white cups. 
7Y-W(L) 	"Chat" 	 
7Y-W(LM) 	"Dickcissel" 	 
7YW-YWW(L) "Hillstar" 	 
7Y-W(L) 	"Intrigue" 
7Y-W(L) 	"Oryx" 
7YYW-W(LM) "Pipit" 
7Y-W(L) 	"Verdin"  7  

Division 7. White perianths with white 
or yellow in the cup. 
7W-W(LM) 
	

"Curlew" 	3 for £3.50 
7W-GWW(L) "Dainty Miss"  i 	£4.00 
7W-Y(L) 
	

"Desert Bells"" (Few left).£4.50 
7W-W(L) 
	

"Eland" 	i 	£1.50 
7W-Y(L) 
	

"Fruit Cup" 	£1.50 
7W-W(LM) 
	

"Nancegollen"  1 	 £1.00 
7W-Y(L) 
	

"Quickstep" 	£10.00 

Division 7. White perianths with pink in 
the cup. 
7W-P(L) 	"Bell Song" --- 	5 for £4.00 
7W-P(LM) 	"Cherie" 	3 for £2.00 
7W-GWP(L) "Pink Angel" 7 	£2.50 

Collection 7. 
10% off the prices shown for three bulbs of 
any five varieties of your own choice. 

3 for £2.50 
3 for £2.00 
3 for £3.50 
 £2.50 
3 for £2.50 
3 for £2.00 
5 for £2.00 
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Division 8. The Tazetta Hybrids. 
These plants are the results of many years of breeding and can really be divided into 
two types. They are with the exception of "Minnow" all quite big plants, some do 
have very tall stems and foliage. The first kind are more of the true n.tazzetta 
species in form. As the species is generally found in warmer regions of southern 
Europe and the Mediterranean . They are somewhat tender and do require a hot dry 
summer period to perform at their best, however they are well worth trying, when 
each stem could have up to 15 or 20 highly scented florets. The second group or 
kind is the "Poetaz", these are slightly different in style and have fewer florets, and 
the scent is an admixture of the n.tazetta and that of the n.poeticus from which 
these hybrids have been derived. It is the poeticus part that make these much 
hardier and do withstand our winters as well as any other type of daffodil. 

"Hugh Town" 8Y-O(VE) Raised at the Rosewarne this wonderful multi-headed 
flower is proving to be one of the best of its type for cutting and floral 
arrangements, and is a magnificent choice for the early Garden Display. Site the 
planting to avoid a very cold situation and to receive the full benefit of sun during 
the summer to ensure a thorough ripening of the bulbs. This is one we highly 
recommend to you 	 each £1.25, 3 for £3.30 or 10 for £9.90 

Division 8. Yellow perianths, with the 
true n.tazetta characteristics. 

	 Division 8. Yellow perianths, with the 
the Poetaz characteristics. 
8Y-ORR(M)"Admiration" 	£2.50 8Y-O(E) "Grand Soleil D'Or" 	
8Y-YYR(LM)"Chinita"  V  5 for £2.50 	 3 for £2.50 	
8Y-R(E) 	"Falconet" 	5 for £4.50 

Division 8. White perianths, with the 	8Y-O(M) "Golden Dawn"✓ 	5 for £2.50 
true n.tazetta characteristics. 	 8Y-YY0(M) "Highfield Beauty" .3 for £2.50 
8W-Y(EM)"Avalanche" 	3 for £4.00 

	
8Y-O(E) 	"Hoopoe" 	3 for £2.50 
SY-GOR(E) "Matador" 	3 for£2.50 8W-Y(E) "Brentswood" 	£1.00 

SW-O(E) "Gloriosus" 	5 for £2.50 
Division 8. White perianths with the 8W-Y(E) "Grand Primo Citronaire" 	
Poetaz characteristics 	b./ 	 5 for £2.50 	
8W-O(E) "Early Splendour" 5 for £3.50 8W-Y(E) "Grand Monarque" 	
8W-YYO(M) "Elvira" 	£1.00 	 5 for £2.50 	8W-0(LM) "Geranium"...,, 	3 for £2.00 

8W-W(E) "Paper White Grandiflorus" 	8W-Y(M) "Killara" 	 £3.00 
	 3 for £1.50 	8W-Y(M) "Jamage" 	✓ 	 £1.50 

8W-W(E) "Pollys Pearl" 	SOLD OUT 8W-Y(M) "Minnow"  ✓  5 for £2.00 
8W-Y(M) "Silver Chirries",,,....3 for £1.50 	8W-O(E) "Martha Washington" 	 

	 3 for £2.50 
8W-O(EM) "St.Keyne" 	5 for £2.00 

Collection 8. 10% off the prices shown for three bulbs of each of any five varieties of your choice. 

The Alliance 6Y-Y 
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"Caedmon" 	3 for £2.50 
"Campion"  v.. 	£1.00 
"Cantabile" 	3 for £2.00 
"Cargreen" 	£2.50 
"Chesterton" 	£2.00 
"Dulcimer" 	3  for £2.50 
"Fair Head" 	£2.00 
"Felindre" 	SOLD OUT 
"Hexameter" 	£2.50 
"Killearnan" 	£4.00 

9W-GYR(LM) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-YYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 

Division 9. The Poeticus Hybrids 

These flowers have been commonly called the "Pheasant Eye" and indeed they 
have been bred from the old species, however these varieties are far superior in 
form and colour and flower when most other Daffodils have been long finished. 
They are best picked young as the sun does affect the lovely colours if left out. They 
are without exception all highly scented. The plants like to be planted in good soil 
that never completely dries out, this helps to keep them cool. Set the bulbs slightly 
deeper than normal and leave undisturbed. New bulbs may take a season to settle, 
but are well worth their place in the garden. 

"Colville" 9W-GYR (Corofin x Crenver) x Crenver) S131 Late season. Named at the 
request of several enthusiasts, this flower has already featured in the prize 
winners on several occasions, the perianth opens with greenish undertones, 
but soon whitens to form a good foil for the brilliantly coloured corona, like all 
flowers of this kind it will not tolerate the sun and does need to be picked 

each £7.00 

"Lady Serena" 	3 for£2.00 
"Lyric". 	3 for £4.00 
"Milan"  6"-- 	 3 for £2.00 
"Murlough" 	£2.00 
"Piget" 	SOLD OUT 
"Poets Way" 	3 for £2.50 
"Quetzal" :.. . .SOLD OUT 
"Sea Green" 	SOLD OUT 
"Sonata" 	3 for £1.50 
"Stilton" 	£1.00 
"Vers Libre" 	£3.00 

DIVISION 10 - The Species and Wild forms 
1 have been acquiring these for many years and have obtained much pleasure from them, 
particularly those grown in the alpine house. The species always seems to resent being moved 
about, but once settled are a joy to see in naturalised surroundings. Very large quantities are not 
available. I believe them all to be true to name, but like many there seems to be some consid-
erable variance of form, they are however named as sent to me or have been grown from seed. 

n.poeticus poeta_runt 	 £2.50 
n.tazetta var tazetta 	 £1.00 
n.lobularis 	 5 for £1.50 
H. mesatlanticus 	 3 for £3.50 
n.minor 	 3 for £1.60 
n.obvalaris. 	 3 for £2.00 
n.odorus plenus 	 3 for £2.00 
n.poeticus helenicus 	✓ 	£10.00 
n.poeticus physaloides 	SOLD OUT 
n.poeticus plenus odoratus 	5 for £1.20 

1 n.poeticus praecox   	 £1.00 
n.poeticus recurvus (Pheasants Eye}".13 for £2.00 
n.pseudo narcissus 	te- 	3 for £2.00 
n.odorus rugulosus.. 	  3 for £2.20 
n.tazetta macleai 	 £1.00 
n. tazetta pachybolbous 	 £1.50 
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"Jenny" 6W-W "Quince" 12Y-Y 

 

   

young 

9W-YYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYO(L) 
9W-GYP(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-GYR(L) 
9W-YYR(L) 

n.biflorus mediolutus 	
 
3 for £2.00 

n.canaliculatus 
	 10 for £2.50 

n.cernus plenus 	
 
£6.00 

n.cordubensis 
	

£1.50 
conspicuus 	

 
10 for £4.00 

n.b.cantakricus foliosus  
	

£1.50 
	3 for £2.00 

n "(manilla 	
 
10 for £3.50 

11.graciiiis 	
 £2.50 

n.tazetta aureus 	
 
£2.50 

n.tazetta compressus 	
 
£1.00 

n.tazetta cypri 	
 
£1.00 

ii.tazetta orientalis 	
 
£1.00 

11.tazetta papyraceus 	
 
£1.00 

poeticus ornatus 	 £2.50 
11.poeticusplenus (Tamar Valley Strain) 3 for £2.00 



"Trena" 6W-Y 

"Sir Winston Churchill" 4W-0 

DIVISION 11- Split Corona or Collar Daffodils 
This strain of Daffodil has been developed in Holland by Mr. Jaap Gerritson and has 
been his lifetime work for which he is justly renowned. Here we have a selection of 
the very best available plus several new and exciting varieties that I have bred and 
successfully shown over the years 

"Bosbigal" 11a Y-0 (Brandaris x Paricutin) 5315 Early season. The perianth is 
broad and well overlapping, a little pointed, and the coronal segments are 
evenly split and laying flat to the perianth, a vigorous plant and very colourful 
flower of good show form 3 for £4.50 

"Boscoppa" 11a Y-0(M) 5293 (Obelisk x Tamar Fire) This is a plant of strong 
vigorous growth - a stiff tall stem that holds the flower with broad overlapping 
perianth segments, the corona is evenly split and lays flat in six segments to 
almost cover the length of the perianth, many show successes, we predict this 
new and exciting variety will have a great future.  each £10.00 

"Bosinney" 11a W-WPP(M) S333 (Pearlax x Audubon) A flower that has been much 
admired under trial, the stems are only of a medium length and flowers seem 
to resist the weather, to make this the perfect plant for the garden. The perianth 
is somewhat acute though well overlapped and shows off the very pretty 
slightly frilled corona to its best.  each £4.00 

"Boslowick" 11aY-0 (Gironde x Paricutin) S225. Mid-season. A tall strong plant 
with a flower of good colour. The perianth is broad and flat, slightly pointed at 
the tips, with an evenly split cup laying flat against each segment, (was 
featured on "Gardens for all" programme on TSW) each £2.50 

"Carnyorth" 11aY-R(EM) S117 (Brandaris x Paricutin) The flower appears to last an 
extraordinary long time and seems to stand the weather, I have used this for 
showfor many years and has many top awards to its credit. The perianth is 
slightly pointed but flat and well overlapped with a flat evenly split corona, 
highly recommended. each £9.50 

"Gillan" llaY-Y00(LM) S411 (Brandaris x Falstaff) Has oval perianth segments 
that are well overlapped of rich yellow. The corona is split into six segments 
opposite and closely overlying the perianth that are orange with yellow tones 
towards the centre - large stock available  each £5.00 

"Gunwalloe" 11aY-R(1_,M) 5291 (Brandaris x Falstaff) This very brightly coloured 
flower has been selected for its vigour and suitability for show, garden or cut 
flower. I have successfully shown this for several years. The perianth is broad 
and well overlapped to show off the round flat evenly split corona to its best. .. 
 each £4.00 

"Max" 11 aY-YRR(M) S412 (Gironde x Falstaff). Affectionately named after my 
mother Mary Louise, this is we believe to be one of the best Collar Daffodils 
yet available. The vigour of this plant is inherited and clearly evident from 
both the parents, as is the neatness of the round flat coronal segments, 
beautifully enhanced by the broad well overlapped perianth. A super show 
flower that we believe will be much sought after £20.00 

"Grand Primo Citronaire" 8W-Y 

"Eland" 7W-W 

"Harmony Bells" 5Y-Y 

"Viking" 1Y-Y 
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Ben Hee 2W-W Stratosphere 7Y-0 

"Menehay" 11aY-R (Paricutin x Top Hit) 5155. Mid-season. Good perianth with a 
flat evenly split cup of clear colours, it is of excellent show form, and was 
awarded Best Bloom in the South West Competition at Falmouth in 1988, a 
good plant with stiff stem 	 

Division 11. Yellow Perianths 
11 aY-YYO(EM)" Arwenack" 	£6.00 
11 aY-Y(M) 	"Bacarrat" 	£1.00 
11 aY-Y(LM) 	"Bergerac" 	£3.00 

each £7.00 

11 aW-Y(E) 	"Egard" 	£1.00 
11aW-0(M) 	"Orangery" 	3 for £2.50 
11aW-YPP(M) 	"Palmares" 	£1.00 
llaW-YYP(LM)"Pearlshell" 	3 for £2.50 

llaY-OYY(M) "Branda .ris" 	 5 for £2.50 llaW-P(M) 	"Phantom" (Mitsch ) £1.50 
11 aY-R(LM) "Congress" 	 5 for £4.00 llaW-P(I,M) 	"Pink Holly" 	£10.00 
11 aY-0(LM) 
11 aY-Y(LM) 

"Colorama" 	 
"Gironde" 	 

3 for £3.50 
3 for £4.00 llaW-WWY(E) "Riesling" 	5 for £2.50 

11aY-Y(M) "Kingsize" 	 3 for £2.00 llaW-Y(E) 	"Sancerre" 	£2.00 

IlaY-O(LM) "Mondragon" ..3 for 12.50 11a W-W(E) 	"Silver Plate" 	£1.00 
11aY-Y(M) "Obelisk" 	£5.00 11aW-W(M) 	"Silver Shell" 	£1.50 
lla-YY(M) "Oecumene" £1.50 11aW-0(LM) "Tricollet" 	5 for £2.50 
11aY-0(EM) "Tiritomba" 	 3 for £3.50 llaW-Y(M) 	"Valdrome" 	3 for £4.00 
11aY-Y(M) "Top Hit" 	 3 for £2.50 
llaY-Y(L) "Tripartite" 	 3 for £3.50 Division 11b Papillon Section 

11bW/YWY(M)"Lernon Beauty" 3 for £2.50 
Division 11. White Perianths 
11aW-Y(M) "Belcanto" 	 £1.00 Collection 11. 10% discount off the 
llaW-Y(E) "Canasta" 	 3 for £2.00 prices shown for 3 bulbs of each of any 
11aW-W(E) "Cassata" 	 5 for £2.50 five varieties of your own choice. 
11 aW-W(M) "Colblanc" 	 £1.00 

DIVISION 12 - Miscellaneous Daffodils. 

"Eaton Song" 12Y-00Y (Matador x n.cyclamineus). Very early. Raised at Rosewarne 
from seed sent from the U.S.A. This is an excellent garden plant and an 
interesting variety for showing, very long lasting and sends many secondary 
blooms to lengthen its flowering season 5 for £2.50 

12Y-Y(E) 	"Golden Quince" 	 £1,50 
12Y-O(E) 	"Jumblie" 	 3 for £2.00 
12W-Y(E) 	"Kennellis" 	 £1.00 
12Y-Y(E) 	"Quince" 	 3 for £2.00 
12Y-0(E) 	"Tete - a -Tete" 	 5 for £1.50 
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7Y-Y(LM) 	"Little Sentry" .-:.SOLD OUT 
1Y-Y(E) 	"Midget" 	3 for £2.50 
6Y-1(E) 
	

"Mite" 	 £1.00 
8W-Y(M) 
	

"Minnow"  • 	5 for £2.00 
7Y-Y(L) 
	

"New Baby" 	£1.00 
12YY(E) 
	

"Oz" 	 £3.00 
41-Y(E) 
	

"Pencrebar" (dwarf) 	 
.....„..5 for €3.50 

2W-W(L) 
2W-Y(L) 
12Y-Y(E) 
41-1(E) 
3W-Y(LM) 
7Y-1(M) 
7Y-Y(L) 

£4.00 
Yellow" £5.00 

....... „„„ 3 fox £2.00 
"Ri Van Winkle"..3 for £2.00 

egovia".  	£1.00 
"Sun Dial" .k" 	5 for £1.80 
"Sun Disc" 	? 	 5 for £2.00 

"Tete-a-Tete" 	5 for £1.50 
"To .o 'no"  w 	 5 for £2.00 

£1.00 
"XIT' 	 £4.00 
"Yellow XIT" 	£3.00 

^r .bH 	 rodirr rn u 
conspieu us 

n.cantabricus var 
foliosus 	  

n.romieuxii 	  

n.jonquilla 	 
n. j. var henriquesii 	 

n.eyestetensis 	 

n.pseudonarcissus 
minor 	  
pumilus plenus 	 
(Rip van Winkle) 
obvalarus 	  

n.x.tenuior 	 

n.canaliculatus (gusson E) 
	 10 for £2.50 

12Y-O(E) 
1Y-1(E) 
1Y-Y(E) 
3W-W(L) 
3Y-Y)W) 
Species 

Y-Y(M) 

W-W(W) 

Y-Y(E) 

Y-Y(L) 
Y-Y(E) 

Y-Y(E) 

YY(E) 
Y-Y(E) 

Y-Y(E) 

Y-Y(L) 

W-Y(E) 

10 for £4.00 

£1.50 

£1.00 

10 for £3.50 
£2.00 

SOLD OUT 

3 for £1.60 
3 for £2.00 

3 for £2.00 

3 for £2.50 

THE "JAMES WELLS" COLLECTION 
AND OTHER MINIATURE DAFFODILS 

"Cyclataz" 81-0(E) (n.cyclamineus x Soleil D'Or). Most stems have two florets with 
reflexing perianths, although registerd as a Division 8, may well be more suited 
to Division 12. This plant is the parent of the famous trio of first class plants 
"Teta-a-Tete", "Jumblie" and "Quince". Rare. each £5.00 

"Fresh Season" 121-Y(W) (n.bulbocodium x n.romieuxii) James Wells. The flowers are 
bright yellow, with the corona funnel shaped and frilled. Good grower. 	 

	each £2.50 

"Kidling" 7Y-Y(L) (n.jonquilla x Requienii) Alec Gray. This flower has the air of 
quality required for top show. A good vigorous plant that does well outside as 
well as in pots. Needs slightly deeper planting to stop excessive splitting. 	 
	 each £3.00 

"Small Talk" 11-1(E) (Wee Bee op) Mitch. This is an excellent plant for pots or the 
rockery. Its rich golden colour and refined and superior poise with short stiff 
stems. 	 SOLD OUT 

Hybrids 
7Y-Y(L) 	"Baby Moon"  -  5 for £2.00 
7Y-YYO(L) "Bobby Soxer" 	3 for £2.50 
7Y-Y(L) 	"Clare" 	 £5.00 
1W-W(E) 	"Elka" 	SOLD OUT 
5Y-Y(M) 	"Fairy Chimes"  -  	£1.50 
1YYW-WWY(E)"Gi s Queen" -SOLD OUT 
121-Y(E) 	olden Quince"  ) 	£1.50 
5Y-Y(M) 	"Flawera.1.,  	5 for £1.50 
12Y-O(E) 
1W-Y(E) 
11-1(E) 

"Jumblie" 	3 for £2.50 
"Little Beauty" 	5 for £2.50 
"Little Gem" 	5 for £2.00 
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Post cost for Europe will be charged 
order. 

at cost and will be confirmed on receipt of 

The C.A.B.C.G.A. Collection 

These varieties are not all grown by ourselves and as such we may not be able to 
offer these for sale outside the E.E.C. 

They are all grown in Cornwall by Members of the Cornwall Area Bulb Growers 
Association, and are subject to the Ministry of Agriculture growing inspections, and 
are free from major pest and disease. 

It is by popular request that we have pleasure in including the following varieties 
within our list. The bulbs are all commercially graded and of full flowering sizes. 

Due to the size and weight of these packages, Postage or Transport will be charged 
at cost, rates for post in the U.K. are as follows: 

Weights not over I kg £2.70 
2kg £3.40 
6kg £5.80 
8kg £6.40 

10kg £7.30 
30kg £8.55 

Price per Kilo 
4Y-0 (F) "Apotheosis" 	£1.95 2W-W (E) "Ice Follies" 	 £1.50 

3W-YYR (L) "After All" 	 £2.75 2Y-D (M) "Indian Ruler" 	 £1.95 
2Y-Y (E) "Carlton" 	 £1.50 2W-YYP (L) "Interim" 	 £1.95 

4W-Y (L) "Cheerfulness" 	 £1.95 1Y-Y (L) "Irish Luck" 	 £1.95 
I Y-Y (L) "Crock of Gold" 	 £2.75 2W-Y00 (M) "Kilworth" 	 £1.95 

3WGWW (L) "Dallas" 	 €2.75 4W-R (LM) "Monterrico" 	 £2.75 

I 	(M) "Dutch Master" 	 £1.50 7Y-R (M) "Martinette" 	 £2.95 
2W-0 (EM) "Eddy Canzony" 	 £1 .95 2W-P (M) "My Word" 	 £1.95 
1W-GY0 (L) "Fair Green" 	 £2.75 4Y-Y (L) "Primrose Beauty"  	£1.95 
2W-Y (E) "Finland" 	 £1.50 1W-Y (E) "Ptolemy" 	 £1.50 

4W-R (L) "Gay Time" 	 £2.75 2Y-R (M) "Scarlett '0 Hara 	 £1.50 

2W-0 (M) "George Leek" 	 £2.75 2W-0 (M) "Silver Moon" 	 €2.75 
2Y-Y (E) "Georgia Moon" 	 £2.75 2W-W (M) "Silver Standard" 	 £1.50 

8W-R (L) "Geranium" 	 £1.95 2W-0 (M) "Spencer Tracy" 	 £1.95 

2Y-Y (M) "Golden Cheer" 	 £1.50 2Y-Y (E) "St. Patrick's Day"  	£1.95 
4Y-Y (M) "Golden Ducat" 	 £1.50 7Y-Y (M) "Sweetness" 	 £2.75 

2W-GWY (L) "Green Island" 	 £2.75 2W-Y (E) "Victorious" 	 £1.95 

2W-00Y (M) "High Life" 	 £2.75 4W-Y (M) "White Lion" 	 11.95 
2Y-R (M) "Holly Berry" 	 £2.75 3W-YYR (L) "Winifred Van Graven" .11.95 
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Bishops Light 2Y-R 

Historical Varieties 

We have for some years maintained a number of the older or Historical varieties in 
our collection and are pleased to offer the following that have been authenticated. 
Bulbs are limited and in some instances only very few indeed. 

3Y-0 
2Y-W 
3W-00Y 
9W-YYR 

Price per bulb 
"Baths Flame" Pre 1913 	£2.50 
"Binkie" 	Pre 1938 	£2.50 
"Blarney" 	Pre 1935 	£2.00 
"Caedmon" 	Pre 1913..3 for £2.50 

3Y-0 
1Y-Y 

2W-Y 

"Lucifer" 	Pre 1900 ..........£2.50 
"Maximus Superbus" 	  

Pre 1851 	£2.50 
"Mitylene" 	Pre 1923 	£2.50 

7Y-Y "Carnpernelli" Pre 1825 	 £1.50 3W-W "Mrs. Langtry" 	  
3W-YYO "Crenver" Pre 1927 	 £2.00 Pre 1869 	£2.50 
2Y-YYO "Croesus" Pre 1912 	 £2.50 9W-YRR "Poeticus Preacox" 	  
2W-WYR "Damson" Pre 1925 	 £2.50 Pre 1900 .........£1.00 
4W-0 "Double Roman" Romanus 9W-YRR "Poeticus Ornatus" 	  

Pre 1576 	 £2.50 Pre 1884 	£2.50 
9W-GYR "Dulcimer" Pre 1913 3 for £2.50 9W-GYR "Poeticus Poetarum" 	  
2Y-0 "Dunkeld" Pre 1935 	 £2.50 Pre 1900 	£2.50 
8W-YYO "Elvira" Pre 1902 	 £1.00 3W-W "Portrush" 	Pre 1947 	£2.50 
1Y-Y "Emperor " Pre 1869 	 £2.50 1W-Y "Princeps" 	Pre 1878..3 for £2.00 
2W-W "Evening" Pre 1935 	 £2.50 2Y-0 "Rustom Pasha 	  
3W-WYR "Firebrand" Pre 1903 	 £2.50 Pre 1930 	£2.50 
2Y-0 "Fortune" Pre 1917 	 £2.50 3W-YYO "Seagull" 	Pre 1895 	£2.50 
10Y-Y "n.gracilis" Pre 300 yrs 	£2.50 3Y-YYR "Seraglio" 	Pre 1926 	£2.50 
3Y-YYO "Gulliver" Pre 1927 	 £2.50 2Y-Y "Sir Watldn" 	Pre 1884 	£2.50 
2Y-0 "Helios" Pre 1912 	 £2.50 9W-YYR "Stilton" 	Pre 1909 	£1.00 
9W-GOR "Horace" Pre 1894 	 £2.50 10W-Y N.Tazetta Com pressus" 	 
2Y-0 "Hospodar" Pre 1914 	 £2.50 Pre 1719 	£1.00 
2W-Y "Jules Verne" Pre 1949 	 £2.50 3W-Y "White Lady" Pre 1898..3 for £3.50 
2Y-0 "Killigrew" Pre 1907 	 £2.50 
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INDEX 

Accent 	(USA) 14 Bedruthan 	4,14 Cairndhu 	 14 
Accropolis 	 20 Belcanto 	(Hol) 	29 Cairntoul 	 17 
Achduart 	 16 Bell Song 	(USA) 	.25 Camelford 	 13 
Admiration 	 26 Ben Alagin 	 8 Campernelli 	 25,32 
Achnasheen 	 16 Ben Hee 	13 Campion 	 27 
Advocatfr 	 16 Bere Ferrers 	20 Canasta 	(Hol) 29 
After All 	 31 Bergerac 	(Hol) 	29 Canisp 	  13 
Aintree 	  15 Beryl 	 23 "canaliculatus" 	 27,30 
Aircastle 	(USA) 17 Be th al 	 4,16 Cantabile  	.27 
Altruist 	  16 Betsy Macdonald 	22 "n.cantab. foliosus" _27,30 
Altun-Ha 	 13 Biffo 	 18 Cantatrice 	 8 
Amber Castle 	 9 Bi I bo 	 23 Cape Cornwall 	 5 
Amstel 	  18 Binkie 	(Hol) 	32 Capisco 	 17 
Andalusia 	 23 Birdsong 	 17 Caracas 	 14 
Angkor 	(USA) 20 Bishops Light 	9 Caramba 	 12 
Apotheosis 	 31 thinflorus mediolutus 	27 Carlton 	 31 
April Love 	 8 Blarney 	 32 Cariad 	  21 
April Snow 	 13 Blossom 	(NZ) 	20 Carib Gipsy 	 13 
Apropos 	(USA) 14 Blushing Maiden(USA.20 Carclew 	 22 
Arctic Gold 	 8 Bobbysoxer 	25,30 Cardinham 	 15 
Ardress 	  14 Bobolink 	(USA) 	14 Cargreen 	 27 
Argosy 	  8 Bodwannick 	9,14 Carnkief 	 9.14 
Arkle 	  8 Bbsbigal 	 28 Carnyorth 	 28 
Arley Kings 	 13 Boscastle 	 24 Carrickbeg 	 
Arish Mell 	 21 Boscoppa 	 28 Cassata 	(Hol) 	 29 
Arpege 	  13 Bosinney 	 28 Cattistock 	 12 
Arwenack 	 4,29 Bossa Nova 	16 Cauldron 	 9 
Ashmore 	 13 Boslowick 	 28 Cazique 	(USA) ....23 
Audubon 	(USA) ......14 Bosmeor 	9,13 Celtic Gold 	 12 
Auntie Eileen 	 9,14 Brandaris 	(Hol) 	29 "n.cernus plenus"  	27 
Avalanche 	 26 Bravoure 	(Hol) 	8 Cha Cha 	 23 
Avalon 	  13 Brentswood 	26 Charity May 	 23 

Bright Flame 	14 Charleston 	 14 
Baby Moon...(Hol)...25,30 Broadland 	13 Chat 	(USA) ....25 
Bacarrat 	29 Broornhilt 	 13 Cheer Leader 	 16 
Badanloch 	 17 Bryanston 	 12 Cheerfulness 	 31 
Badbury Rings ..............16 "bulbocodiurn conspicuus" . Cheesewring 	 15 
Balalika  	13 	 27,30 Chenoweth 	 9 
Baldock ..... ....(NZ)  	20 Budock Bells 	21 Cherie 	  25 
Ballygarvey 	 Bunclody 	 12 Cherry Garden 	 14 
Bally Robert 	 S Bunting 	(USA) 	25 Chesterton 	 27 
Balvenie 	 14 Burntollet 	 8 Chickadee 	(USA) ....23 
Banstead Village 	 12 Butterscotch .(USA). 	. 9 Chickerel 	 16 
Bantam 	 12 Chief Inspector 	 8 
Barlow 	(USA) 23 Cadgwith 	9,14 Chiloquin 	(USA) 	8 
Baths Flame 	 32 Caedmon 	 27 Chinita 	 26 
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Churston Ferrers 	20 
Clare 	 25,30 
Colblanc 	(Hol) 	29 
Colliford 	 13 
Colorama 	(Hol) .29 
Colville 	 27 
Comal 	(Aust) 	8 
Congress 	(Hol) .29 
Conval 	 14 
Cool Autumn 	14 
Cool Crystal ...(USA) 	16 
Corbiere 	 8 
"n.cordubensis" 	27 
Cornet 	 23 
Corofin 	 17 
Cotehele 	 7 
Cotinga 	(USA)... .23 
Craig Stiel 	12 
Crackington 	20 
Creag Dubh 	14 
Crenver 	15,32 
Cristobal 	 8 
Crock of Gold 	31 
Croesus 	 32 
Croila 	 10 
Curlew 	(USA) ...25 
Cyclataz 	 30 
Cyros 	(Aust) 	8 

Dailmanach 	14 
Dainty Miss 	(USA) ...25 
Dallas 	 16,31 
Damson 	 32 
Dateline 	 16 
David Alexander 	8 
Daydream 	(USA). 13 
Dawn Chorus 	8 
Debutante 	14 
Delabole 	 13 
Del Chapel 	17 
Delos 	 16 
Del Rey 	(USA). .8 
Delnashaugh 	20 
Demand 	 12 
Desert Bells 	(USA). 25 
Dickcissel 	(USA). 25 
Doctor Hugh 	17 
Double Diamond 	20 
Double Roman 	18 

Dover Cliffs 	13 
Dove Wings 	23 
Downpatrick 	8 
Dragon Run 	4,14 
Drumboe 	 14 
Dulcimer 	27,32 
Dunmurry 	 8 
Dunsky 	 17 
Dutch Master 	31 

Early Splendour (Hol) 	26 
Earthlight 	 16 
Eastern Dawn.. .(USA) 	14 
Eastertide 	20 
Eaton Song 	29 
Eddy Canzony 	31 
Egard 	(Hol) .29 
Eland 	(USA) .25 
Elburton 	 12 
Elizabeth Ann 	23 
Elf 	 13 
Elka 	 30 
Elphin 	 20 
Elrond 	 13 
Elvira 	 26,32 
Eminent 	(USA) .17 
Emperor 	 32 
Emperors Waltz (USA) 	23 
Empress of Ireland 	8 
Enfield 	 12 
Ensemble 	(USA)..20 
Erlicheer 	(Aust) .18 
Estrella 	 17 
Euryalas 	 7 
Evening 	 32 
Ever Pink 	(USA) 14 

Fair Green 	31 
Fair Head 	27 
Fair Prospect 	14 
Fairy Chimes... .(USA) 30 
Fairy Island 	17 
Falconet 	(USA) ..26 
Falstaff 	 12 
Far Country 	14 
Fastidious 	..(USA) 	13 
Felindre 	 27 
Feock 	 15 
Ferndown 	16 

Golden Halo 	13 
Golden Jewel 	12 
Golden Joy 	12 
Golden Quince 	30 
Golden Rapture 	8 
Golden Vale 	8 
Golitha Falls 	4,13 
Gorran 	 4,17 
"n.gracilis " 	 27 
Grace Note 	(USA) .17 

Honey Pink 	(USA) 13 
Hoopoe 	(USA) 26 
Horace 	 32 
Horn of Plenty..(Hol). 	21 
Hot Gossip 	13 
Hotspur 	 14 
Hospodar 	 32 
Hughtown 	26 
Hunting Caye 	12 

Kennellis 	 29 
Kernow 	 10,13 
Kidling 	 30 
Killara 	(Aus)....26 
Killearnan 	27 
Killigrew 	 32 
Kilworth 	 31 
Kimmeridge 	17 
Kinglet 	(USA)...25 
Kingscourt 	 8 

Grand Monarque 	26 Ice Follies 	 31 Kings Grove 	8 
Grand Primo Citronaire .26 Ice Wings 	 21 Kings Pipe 	10,13 
Grand Prospect 	13 Idless 	 7 Kingsize 	(Hol)....29 
Grand Soleil d'Or 	26 Immaculate 	(Aust). 13 Kirklington 	14 
Greatwood 	5,8 Inara 	 (Aust) 20 Kit Hill 	 24 
Green Island 	31 Inca 	 (USA) ..23 
Greenlet 	(USA). 23 Indian Maid ....(USA) ..25 Lady Serena 	27 
Greenodd 	 15 Indian Ruler 31 Lalique 	(USA)...16 
Gresham 	 20 Indora (Aust) 20 Lamerton 	 13 
Gribben Head 	17 Ingrid Evensen 	 14 Lamanva 	10,14 
Gulliver 	 32 Interim 	 31 Lancaster 	 17 
Gunwalloe 	28 Intrigue 	 (USA). .24 Larkhill 	 10 
Gwennap 	 7 Irish Linen 	 17 Latchley 	 13 
Gwinear 	 10 Irish Light 	 13 Lavender Lass 	23 

Irish Luck 	 31 Lee Moor 	 7 
Halleys Comet 	17 Irish Minstrel 14 Lemonade 	16 
Hallworthy 	14 Irish Mist 	 14 Lemon Beauty,. (Hol) ....29 
Halvasso 	 5 Itzim 	 (USA)...23 Lewannick 	14 
Hambledon 	13 Ivory Gull. .(USA) 	21 Lewis George 	5,8 
Harmony Bells (USA) ..21 Liberty Bells ....(Hol) ....21 
Hartington 	14 Jack Snipe 	 23 Lilac Charm 	23 
Hartlebury 	17 Jamaica Inn  	 20 Limbo 	 14 
Hawera 	(NZ). 21,30 Jamboree 	 (USA) 	.8 Limehurst 	13 
Heamoor 	 18 Damage 	 26 Lindsay Joy 	10 
Heart Throb... .(USA) 	.14 Jana 	 23 Lintie 	 25 
Helford Dawn 	10,13 Jenny 	 23 Little Beauty ....(Hol)....30 
Helios 	 32 Jet Fire 	 (USA)...23 Little Gem 	30 
Hero 	 8 John Daniel 	 18 Little Sentry 	30 
Hessenford 	10 Johns Delight 5,17 Little Witch 	23 
Hexameter 	27 "jonquilla " 	  27,30 Liverpool Festival . 	13 
He xwort hy 	15 "n.j. var "Henriquessii" .30 Loch Fada 	13 
Highfield Beauty (NZ) .26 Joppa 	25 Loch Hope 	13 
Highlite... ........ ...(USA) .13 Joybell 	 23 Loch Lundie 	13 
High Life 	 31 Jules Verne 	 32 Loch Maberry 	13 
High Society 	14 Jumblie 	 29,30 Loch Naver 	13 
Hillstar 	(USA) .25 Loch Stac 	 13 
Holly Berry 	31 Kaydee 	 23 Logan Rock 	25 
Honeybird 	(USA). -8 Kea 	 22 Lorrikeet.. 	(USA) 	8 
Honey Guide 	21 Keats 	 20 Lostwithiel 	13 

Festivity 	(USA)..14 
Ffitch's Folly 	10 
Fiji 	 20 
Fine Gold 	 8 
Fine Romance 	14 
Finland 	 31 
Firebrand 	 32 
First Hope 	23 
Flirt 	 23 
Flycatcher 	(USA)..25 
Fly Half 	 12 
Forge Mill 	12 
Fortune 	 32 
Foundling 	23 
Fragrant Rose 	14 
Fresh Season ..(USA) 	30 
Front Royal 	13 
Frostkist 	(USA)..23 
Frou Frou 	 20 
Fruit Cup 	(USA) 25 

Gay Cavalier 	20 
Gay Kybo 	20 
Gay Time 	 31 
Geevor 	 18 
George Leek 	31 
Georgia Moon 	31 
Georgie Girl 	23 
Gemini Girl 	14 
Geranium 	(Hol)...26,31 
Gettysburg 	13 
Gillan 	 28 
Gin and Lime 	8 
Gironde 	(Hol)....29 
Glen Classley 	16 
Glen Clova 	13 
Glenfarclas 	 8 
Glenside 	 13 
Glissando 	(USA) ..12 
Glowing Red 	(Aust) ..20 
Gloriosus 	 26 
Ggffs Caye 	13 
Gold Convention 	12 
Golden Amber 	13 
Golden Aura 	12 
Golden Cheer 	31 
Golden Cycle 	23 
Golden Dawn (USA) 	26 
Golden Ducat 	31 
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Loveny 	 13 
Ludgvan 	 18 
Lucifer 	 32 
Lundy Light 	5 
Lyrebird 	(USA)...16 
Lyric 	 27 
Lysander 	 14 

Majestic Star 	8 
Manly 	 20 
Manaccan 	 5,8 
Maribou 	(USA). 20 
Marjorie Treveal 	19 
Marlborough 	11 
Martha Washington 
	 (Hol) 	26 
Martinette 	25,31 
Mary Kate 	14 
Matador 	(USA). 26 
Maya Dynasty 	12 
Max 	 28 
Maximus Superbus 	32 
Melbury 	 14 
Melodious 	(USA). 12 
Memento 	(USA) 	8 
Menabilly 	 18 
Men-an-Tol 	11,13 
Menehay 	 29 
Merlin 	 17 
Merry Bells 	(USA) ...21 
Merrymeet 	19 
Midas Touch 	7 
Midget 	 30 
Milan 	 27 
Minnow 	 26 
n.minor 	 27,30 
Mission Bells ..(USA) ...21 
Mrs. Langtry 	32 
Misty Glen 	13 
Mite 	 30 
Mitylene 	 32 
Mondragon .....(Hol) 	29 
Mongleath 	 11 
Monksilver 	 17 
Montclare 	 14 
Montego 	 16 
Monterrico 	31 
Mount Fuji 	13 
Mullion 	 15 

Murlough 	 27 
Muscadet 	(Hol). 14 
My Word 	 31 

Nampa 	8 
Namraj 	 13 
Nancegollen 	25 
Nangiles 	19 
Nansidwell 	11,14 
Nanstallon 	 7 
New Baby 	 30 
Newcastle 	 8 
Newton Ferrers 	19 
Night Cap 	(Aust) 	8 
Night Music....(USA)....20 
Niveth 	 21 
Noss Mayo 	23 

Obelisk 	(Hol) .29 
Ocarino 	 20 
"n.odourus plenus" 	27 
"n.odourus rugulosus" 	27 
Oecumene 	(Hol) .29 
Orangery 	(Hol) .29 
Ormeau 	 12 
Oryx 	(USA)..25 
Osmington 	14 
Ouma 	 7 
Oykel 	 17 
Ouzel 	(USA) _23 
Oz 	 (USA)...30 

Pale Sunlight 	12 
Palmares 	(Hol) ....29 
Painted Desert 	(USA)...16 
Panache 	 8 
Paper WhiteGrandiflorus 
	 26 
Papua 	 20 
Parkdene 	 14 
Park Springs 	17 
Passionale 	 14 
Pastiche 	 13 
Patabundy 	 13 
Pauline Francis 	20 
Peach Prince ..,.(USA) 	20 
Pearl Shell 	(Hol)....29 
Pelynt 	 15 

Pencrebar 	20,30 
Pengarth 	 13 
Penkivel 	 11 
Penpol 	 25 
Pennance Mill 	11 
Pennine Way 	8 
Penril 	 22 
Pentille 	 7 
Percuil 	 22 
Perdridd a 	 16 
Peripheral Pink.(USA) 	14 
Petrel 	(USA) 21 
Phalarope 
Phantom 
Pico Blanco 
Pico Yellow 
Piget 
Pink Angel 
Pink Champagne 	20 
Pink Holly 	(USA) ..29 
Pink Pageant 	20 
Pink Paradise 	20 
Pink Wing . 	.(USA) 	14 
Pink Silk 	(USA)... .8 
Pinza 	 13 
Pipe Major 	13 
Pipers Barn 	25 
Pipit 	(USA) ..25 
Pismo Beach 	14 
Pi tchroy 	 13 
"n.poctuus lu 	27 
"n pot! t icus ornatus ....27,32 
"n.poeticus plup;aloides , 	27 
n.poeticits plenus 	27 

(tamer valley strain) 	27 
"n.poeticus poetarum .27,32 
"poeticus praecox" ....27,32 
"poeticus recurvus" 	27 
Poets Way 	27 
Polbathic 	 13 
Pol Dornie 	 14 
Pollys Pearl 	26 
Polyphant 	 13 
Poppy's Choice 	5,20 
Pop's Legacy.(USA) 	8 
Port rush 	 32 
Porthchapel 	25 
Portrait 	(USA)...14 
Praire Fire 	 16 

Preamble 	 8 
Premiere 	 14 
Probus 	 6,8 
Primrose Beauty 	31 
Princeps 	 32 
Princess Alexander 	22 
Princess Diana 	22 
Princess Zaide 	17 
Ptolemy 	 31 
Puppet 	(USA)...21 
Purbeck 	 17 
"n.purniius plenus " 	27 
"n.pseudo narcissus" 	27 
n.pseudo narcissus gayii" „ 	27 

"n.pseudo narcissus 
obvalaris" 	

 
27,30 

Quail 	(USA)...25 
Quickstep 	(USA)...25 
Quetzal 	(USA)...27 
Quiet Day 	14 
Quince 	 29,30 

Radjel 	 19 
Rainbow 	 14 
Rame Head 	7 
Rameses 	 14 
Rapture 	(USA)...23 
Raspberry Ring 	14 
Ravenhill 	 17 
Red Hot 	(NZ) 	14 
Regal Bliss 	13 
Reggae 	 23 
Replete 	(USA)...20 
Riesling 	 29 
Rijnvelds Early Sensation 
	 8 
Rima 	(USA) ....8 
Rimmon 	 17 
Ringing Bells....(USA) 	21 
Ringleader 	14 
Ringmaster 	13 
Rip Van Winkle 	30 
Rippling Waters 	21 
Ristin 	(Aust) ....7 
Rival 	(USA)...23 
Rockall 	 17 
Romance 	 14 
"n.romieuxii" 	30  

Roscarrick 	22 
Roseate Tern 	14 
Rose Royal 	14 
Rosemerryn 	6,14 
Royal Ballet 	14 
Royal Princess 	17 
Royal Regiment 	14 
Rubh Mar 	 14 
Rubythroat 	(USA)...14 
Ruston Pasha 	32 
Rytha 	 11 

Saberwing .......(USA) 	21 
Sabine Hay 	16 
Salmon Spray 	14 
Salmon Trout 	14 
Salome 	 14 
Samantha 	 20 
Sancerre 	(Hol) ....29 
Saturn 	 17 
Scarlett 0' Hara 	31 
Sea Dream 	(NZ).....17 
Sea Green 	 27 
Seagull 	 32 
Sealing Wax 	13 
Seraglio 	 32 
Segovia 	 30 
Sextant 	 23 
Shepherds Hey 	25 
Sherpa 	 8 
Sheviock 	 13 
Shining Light 	13 
Sidley 	 14 
Sidhe 	 21 
Silent Valley 	8 
Silk Cut 	 13 
Silver Bells 	(USA) ...21 
Silver Chimes 	26 
Silver Moon .. 	31 
Silver Plate .....(Hol) 	29 
Silver Shell 	(Hol) 	29 
Silver Standard 	31 
Silver Surf 	13 
Sir Samuel 	 14 
Sir Watkin 	 32 
Sir Winston Churchill 	20 
Skerry 	 12 
Small Talk 	(USA)....30 
Smokey Bear 	20 

Snoopie 	 22 
Snowshill 	 13 
Snowcrest 	 17 
Solar Tan 	 16 
Sonata 	 27 
Sophia 	 11 
Sorcerer 	 17 
South Street 	13 
Spaniards Inn 	20 
Spencer Tracey 	31 
Spirit of Rame 	16 
Sportsman 	13 
Spring Morn 	(USA) ..13 
Starfire 	(NZ) 	25 
Star War 	 13 
State Express 	13 
Stilton 	 27,32 
Stints 	(USA) 	21 
St. Budock 	6,8 
St.Dilpe 	 11 
St. Patrick's Day 	31 
St.Keverne 	12 
St.Keyne 	 26 
St.Mawes 	 13 
St Piran 	24 
Stoke Charity 	13 
Stormy Weather 	8 
Stratosphere ...(USA)....25 
Strines 	 12 
Stylish 	(NZ) 	14 
Suave 	(USA) ...16 
Sugar Loaf 	(USA) ...20 
Suhaili 	 17 
Suisguil 	 20 
Sumo Jewel 	22 
Sundial 	25,30 
Sun Disc 	25,30 
Suntory 	 16 
Surfside 	(USA) ...23 
Surrey 	 13 
Swaledale 	 12 
Swanvale 	 8 
Sweet Blanche 	24 
Sweetness 	25,31 
Swing Wing 	23 
Sydling 	 21 
Sylph 	(USA) 	8 

	(USA) 23 
	(USA) 29 

30 
30 

	 27 
(USA) 	25 
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Tahiti 	 20 
Talwyn 	 8 
Tamar Lad 	13 
Tamar Lass 	16 
Tamara 	 12 
Tamar Fire 	19 
Tamar Snow 	13 
Tangent 	(USA).... 14 
Taslass 	(Aust). 20 
Tater Du 	 21 
"n.tazetta" 	 27 
"n.tazetta aureus" 	27 
"n.tazetta compressus "27,32 
"n.tazetta cypri" 	27 
"n.tazetta orientalis" 	27 
"n. tazetta pachybolbous"27 
"n.tazetta papyraceus" 	27 
"n.x.tenuoir" 	30 
Tete-a-Tete 	29,30 
Tehidy 	 6,16 
The Alliance 	23 
The Knave 	23 
Thoughtful 	21 
Tiffany Jade 	16 
Tierce] 	(Aus) 	8 
Timolin 	 16 
Tiritomba 	(Ho]) 	29 
Titania 	 23 
Tittle Tattle 	25 
Topolino 	(1 101) .30 
Top Hit , . 	 ) C)  
Torridon 	 13 
Toby the First 	23 
Tracey 	(NZ) 	23 
Trebah 	 11 
Treble Two 	24 
Trefusis 	 8 
Tregarrick 	..... 	......... 13 
Trehane 	 23 
Trena 	(NZ) 	23 
Tresamble 	21 
Trevelmond 	12 
Treverva 	23 
Treviddo 	12,14 
Trevithan 	25 
Trewirgie 	23 
Trewarvas 	12 
Trewidland 	14 
TricoIlet . 	(Hol). .29 

Trident 	 16 
Tripartite 	29 
Triple Crown 	16 
Tristam 	 12 
Trousseau 	8 
Troutbeck 	17 
Trumpet Warrior..(USA)...8 
Tudor Minstrel 	14 
Tuesday's Child 	21 
Turncoat 	1- 
Tutankhamun 	 
Tyee. 	(LISA) I 

II  

Valdrome 	(Ho!)....2r.  
Verdin 	(USA)...T1 
Vernal Prince 	17 
Verona 	 17 
Vers Libre 	27 
Victorious 	31- 
Vigil 	  
Virginia Water" 	 I (I 
Vi king 	 
Violetta 	 I 
Vulcan  	)) 

Wili I 	  

Wildil VON  	I . 1  

Wildorl A..1,111.1 	.1) 
Warbler ....... . 	I1 1 ,  , 
Warleigh 	 
Waxwings  	A 1 ' 
Wee Bee 	(I Rd) 	II 

Wellow 	I 
Westward 	 I '1 
Whang-Hi   
Wheal Coates 
Wheal. Jane  (,,i 
Wheal Honey ........ 	;; 
Wheal Kitty .... 	'1 
Whetstone 	( 	) 
White Lady 	tr$ ; 
White Lion  
White Marvel 
White Star 
Winifred Van (;raved 
Wood cock  

Woodland Prince 	17 
Woodland Star 	17 
Woodley Vale 	12 
Woodvale 	14 

Xit 	 30 

Yellow Xit 	30 
/ 

"Niveth" 5W-W 

Unique 
Uncle Duncan 	 
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